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ABSTRACT
This document describes a study of a multi-mission solar electric space-
craft and shows that a modest size (5. 5 kw, 530 kg dry weight) spacecraft
with variable propellant loading (70 to 310 kg of mercury) can be used
interchangeably for asteroid probe, targeted asteroid flyby, Jupiter probe,
and out-of-the-ecliptic missions (to 35 degrees). The science experiment
complement is changed, and in the out-of-the-ecliptic mission thrusters
and power conditioning units are added for redundancy. -The varying caergy
requirements of these missions are met by changing the propellant loading
and by using the Atlas-Centaur for the asteroid belt probe and the Titan IIIC
for the other missions. The payload capacity in every case is several times
that of comparable ballistic probes.
In addition to the program cost savings inherent in a multi-use spacecraft,
program cost has been minimized by selecting a design point such that a
small amount of payload weight is sacrificied in exchange for a large re-l ,
 in spacecraft gross weight and power. requirement, and hence
spacecraft cost. This can be done by using the launch vehicle to deliver a
higher injection energy than that which corresponds to the weight-optimal
staging condition. This lighter spacecraft, having a shortened prepulsion
phase and carrying a greatly reduced propellant weight, also has the advan-
tage of employing a simpler mission profile.
A typical two-flight launch program would cost $64 million for the space-
craft and would require 3 years from start to first launch. The specific
ion engine to be used (2. 25 kw peak power, throttleable over a 3:1 range)
should be developed and life tests started before the start of the 3-year
program. Costs of this predevelopment are included in the $64 million,
however. Current progress in life testing of the t -kw SERI lI thrusters
is extremely promising and it is believed that wearout failure nwdes are
now understood and have been designed out of that unit.
Projecting from the results of this steady, eolar-electric propulsion wriU
be particularly useful and cost-affective in a !arge nemnber of demnmding
int,rplanetary missions other than &ose :onsidersd here, The more
energetic the mission the more cost-effective, is gwwral. will be the
use of electric propulsion. Ezaaapioe are 0-11,tai d arbiter missies to
the outer planets, comet in:erceA Mercury orMteer, clew-approach
solar probe, stationary solar aamaitor, and map etotail exploration mdssioss.
The electric thruster technolagy and lase thrtist flight experience are also
needed in preparatioa for snbs*qaent nuclear electric maamd missioxas.
7U program described is this study regsessats a law-cost approach tojet this developesent underway wide at &e same bees prov%diag as effective
and coat-saving retem of space science data from early saisstons.
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This volume summarizes the work that was performed by
TRW Systems on the multi-mission solar electric spacecraft study,
JPL contract No. 952394. The study product includes preliminary
design, program development planning, and costing of a solar electric
spacecraft suitable for multiple interplanetary applications. The
principal mission considered is an asteroid belt probe, wiLh additional
missions of an asteroid intercept, a Jupiter probe, and a flight to an
orbit inclined 35 degrees to the ecliptic (Figure 1-1). Mission analysis
and tradeaff studies show the characteristics of optimum payload space-
craft for each mission and justify the synthesis of a single spacecraft
design suitable for all the missions. This optimum payload spacecraft
was then modified as the result of tradeoffs of cost, reliability, sim-
plicity, and performance to arrive at the recommended design,
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	 This study brings together ideas developed earlier at JPL, TRW,
and elsewhere with some new concepts and demonstrates the immediate
value of solar electric propulsion for a large class of scientific missions.
Many prior claims for electric propulsion were premature, but recent
developments in electric propulsion thruster technology and in light-
weight solar arrays, coupled with an effective use of booster capability
to reduce thrust and flight time now make available for early use the
inherent advantages of solar electric propulsion.
This study also lays to rest most of the major concerns related to
electric propulsion. Key conclusions in this regard are:
•	 Important scientific missions can be better
performed with solar electric propulsion than
by any other type of spacecraft
e	 Compatibility of the spacecraft with sensitive
science instruments can, with care, be
achieved
e	 The spacecraft can carry oat vitally important
technology experiments in electric propulsion
which are too difficult or too expensive to
perform on the ground.
• Despite the large solar arrays with their low
frequency vibration modes, attitude control of
the spacecraft is not a major problem
• The guidance accuracy can be made comparable
to ballistic probes such as Mariner by the addi-
tion of a separate vernier correction maneuver
using the electric propulsion system.
This study shows that large payload gains are passible for high
energy missions in general. However, the missions in which solar
electric propulsion really e:acels are those demanding a propulsive
maneuver outside of a local (planetary) gravity well. ror example,
the use of solar electric propulsion offers the only practical way to
rendezvous with a small target object such as an asteroid or cornet.
This same feature makes it attractive for use with a Mercury orbiter.
Here, the ao can be reduced to a very loan value with electric propul-
sion so that the final orbital capture maneuver requires a minor A V.
Such missions are attractive candidates as faUovs ►-ons to those considered
in this study.
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While these advantages are now available, the important step of
demonstrating this availability in a functioning spacecraft must first be
carried out. This study describes a spacecraft which can carry out
important scientific missions in a cost-effective manner and at the i
same time prove the complete feasibility of such a system for the nic,re
advanced missions.
Since critical criteria for this combined scientific and technology
spacecraft were cost and reliability, great emphasis has been placed
	
3
upon a design which is as simple as possible and which minimizes the
need for advances in the state-of-the-art. To the end of minimizing
	
3
cost and maximizing reliability, a spacecraft has been selected on a
compromise basis between maximum net payloads; that is, the payload
useful for science and technology experiments, and the goal of a low
cost, small, simple, multi-use spacecraft. As is usual in any type of
stag:Uig analysis, there is an optimal operating point for a powered flight
vehicle, but electric propulsion presents a special case ;see Figure 1-2).
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Figure 1-2. Weight Breakdown for 3. 5 AU Asteroid Belt Probe
(Atlas - Centaur). Optimum Staging Point is at
C 3 = 14 Ian 2 /sec t
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Ef"cient use must be made w the injection velocity capability of the
launch vehicle, and this must be traded oti ag2inet the effective use of
"^, e electric propulsicn for specific missions. In general, t -re is also
considc-able cost saving if the spacecraft is selected somewhat away
from the opt:rnurn net payload point, but in the direction of smaller
solar array power, lower thrust, lighter structure, etc. , since this
choice minimizes not only the total cost and development risk but
possible failure modes as well, and permits the use of simplified thrust
steering laws. This general approach has been adopted throughout the
study and result in the spacecraft shown in Figures 1- 3 and 1-4.
Figure 1-3 shows the spacecraft as seen from the sun-ill,nninated
side. The 2-1/2 meter high-gain antenna pointed toward the earth looks
in the general direction of the sun. It is double-gimballed to allow both
for missions in-we-ecliptic and out-of-the-ecliptic. The solar array
consists of two rollout elements, each 14 meters in length. Experiments
are attached at the ends of the arrays. A cosmic ray telescope and a
helium magnetometer are attached to the upper array, and mother
cosmic ray telescope and a space particle extractor to the lower array.
Such a rollout array is uMer development by the General Flectr
Corporation; it has a specific rrasa of 15 kilograms per kilowatt. With
thin array, 6.4 kilowatts can be supplied to the spacecraft, which is
adequate for thrusting during the powered flight phase and more than
adequate to transmit data back to earth from the orbit ,,i Jupiter at bit
rater suitable to the s cience and technology objectives.
The solar arrays are tilted forward by five degrees to compensate
for thermal boom bending and to minimise possible interference with
the view angles of the star sensor on the anti-saiiar side of the space-
craft. Sun sensors are mowed as shown in Figure 1-2. One is for
normal orientation perpendicular to the sun line; another, offset
30 degrees, is used to move the spacecraft solar array and the micro-
meteoroid impact detectors at a more substan" she to th e vislocfty
vector at the asteroid bolt particles when the spacecraft has r*ached
aphelion. This Mends the useful ndesion life of micraaetaoroM
impact sensors by aMroai;nat4y four worths and adds subst&xti&Uy
to the asteroid bolt mapper capability of dw spacecraft.
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Low-gain antennas are mounted at both sides of the spacecraft on
booms, providing command capability for any spacecraft orientation.
The low-gain antenna booms also contain the four pitch and four faw
attitude control heated gas jets; gimballing of the thrusters is used for
roll control during powered flight and four body-mounted gas jets are
used during coast. For initial acquisition, sun sensors are used to
acquire and lock on the sun, and the spacecraft is rolled around the sun
line using a rate gyro until a preselected star is in the field of view of
the star sensor. Initial sun acquisition power is supplied by a 1200 watt-
hour silver zinc battery. The battery can also be used for emergency
reacquisition if required.
Three ion engines are mounted as shown. When the solar power
is high, two thruaters are used and when the solar power is reduced,
only one engine is used. 'Thus, there is always one redundant engine
and, for a large percent of the thrust time, there are two. The engines
can be translated to ensure that the thrust axis goes through the center
of gravity. The mercury propellant tank is mounted in the propulsion
module, centered at the c. g. , with its own support structure attaching
directly to the interstage.
Figure 1-3 ahows the spacecraft configuration as seen from the
anti-solar direction and the lu%i ers necessary to control the tempera-
ture of the high temperature elements as TV is and power conditioning
units. The spacecraft consists of two compartments (mod.iles)
each thermally isolated from the other and from the sun with layers of
superinsulation. One module is for propulsion and the other for the
rest of the equipment. Micrometeoroid impact detectors mounted an
the back of the solar arrays provide a large cross sectional area for
mapping the asteroid belt. Figure i-3 also shows a namber of tech-
nology experiments for measurs rg the characteristics of the thinater
performance and the interaction of the inn bearn vrith various nnata ials .
In addition to the external teclu cdaay experiments there is a very
sensitive accelerometer mounted below the prvpelLamt •apply for m,e&-
suriag both magnitude and direction of the davat. 0a the anti-solar
side can be seen a Mariner " star tracker with a d z 30-degree field
ad view which can mechanically sue! back and low& was 00 &Woos.
nthereby allowing the star tracker to operate throughout the mission
without interference from the solar array.
The spacecraft can transmit data back to the DSIF at variable
rates from about 64 bps to 16 kbps with an emergency bit rate of 8 bps
in the event of failure of the high-gain antenna. The bit rate at masi-
mum range (4. 5 AU from earth) is Z56 bps to a 35-foot ground antenna.
In addition, the spacecraft can provide data storage for a week's nomi-
nal operation, and all of this stored data can be transmitted back in a
W-hour duty cycle. This mode of operation :results in minimum DSIF
loading and ale o ensures a very satis f actory total data return. More-
over, in the event the DSIF is available more frequently, real-time
transmission from all of toe experiments can be used at the available
transmission rate. Also, if a 210-foot DSIF" antenna is available, the bit
rate can be increased by about a factor of 10 to improve communication
performance, particularly in the real-time mode. These data rates are
achieved with the 32.6 db, 2. 5-meter dish and a 25-matt Watkins Johnson
TW T transmitter, While this transmitter provides an adequate bit rate,
a factor of 4 increase can be realized if a 100-watt transmitter presently
under development is used. There is more than enough electric power
at maximum range from the earth for such a transmitter, and the thermal
design of the spacecraft has been sized to accommodate the 100-want TWT,
to provide desired growth capability.
This basic spacecraft can perform a flyby mission of a selected
asteroid without any spacecraft modifications. In aaiJUivm, the space-
craft can perform a flyby mission cd Jupitar using; a Titan M booster
and adding 31 kilograms of mercury. No other raxAlfication is re-
quired, although the scianttfic payload would doubtless be chwaged. Is
addition, this same spacecraft can be mcdt[W by the addition of throe
MGM engines, one more power control unit, and 230 kilograms of
mercury pror-nllant so that it can reach 33 degrees out-o£-the-ecUpoic.
The added enginas and PC U increase reUaUlity and have no nuLjor dssida
or operational effect. 4uMcies a
	 space is pr wid ed is the basic
01
	 design.
Finally, a development schedule for this spacecraft has been pre-
pared which shows that with one year of predevelopment for the thrusters,
the entire spacecraft can readily be developed in 36 months. No major
development problems were identified, but long time reliability testing
presents the usual prublern. This development schedule provided a basis
for a cost estimate.' T'ae conclusion was that two flight spacecraft could
be produced for 64 million dollars, a cost which is more than justified
by the scientific and technological return of this mission._
In conclusion, this study has defined a baseline solar-electric
propulsion spacecraft design, as well as preliminary program planning
and coat data for its development, to provide a point of departure for
a broad spectrum of space exploration missions. The cost and weight
effectiveness of solar-electric propulsion has been demonstrated in four
sample -,-:-,lesions, but the results can be readily extended to other mis-
sions of great scientific interest such as outer planet flyby and orbiter
missions, comet intercepts and Mercury orbiter missions, all of which
r	 demand high propulsive energy. In fact, the more energetic the mission.
the more cost-effective. in general, will be the use of solar-electric
propulsion. The optimum staging concept developed in our study offers
particular advantages here.
The sequence of missions which would use the multi-mission solar-
electric spacecraft most effectively, once it has been developed and fUght-
proven, is not necessarily the one which has bean postulated in this study.
There is, in fact, considerable merit in the suggestions by some space
mission planners that a very high energy mission such an the out-of-
ecliptic survey should be attempted as one of the earliest applfcatiovA of
the multi-mission spacecraft. The optimal flight profiles for this and
the outer planet exploration missions have not boon determined sad should
be the subject of further steady. using the technignes and design approacbes
presented in this report.
t. MISSION ANALYS[S
Z. 1 INTRODUCTION
The mission analysis performed during this study included:
• Pe: formance analysis of alternate launch vehicles
(Atlas-Burner II, Atlas-Centaur, and Titan. MC)
• Trajectory analysis with optimum and nea -optimum
thrust orientation profile
• Mission profile selection for asteroid belt probe,
targeted asteroid flyby, Jupiter probe, and out-
of-the-ecliptic probe
• Analysie of launch windows and other launch
constraints
• Navigation and guidance analysis.
Emphasis was placed on the asteroid belt survey mission. Alter-
nate missions were studied to the . ,xtent of bracketing energy require-
ments and perform---ice capabilities of the SEMM.. spacecraft and dem-
onstrating the compatibility of a single spacecraf t_ design with the multiple
mission requirements,
2.2 SUMMARY OF MAJOR RESULTS
2.2. 1 Aster ,►id Belt Mission
Low-thrust trajectories were obtained for aphelian at 3. S AU as
well as for larger and smaller aphelion distances with primary attention
to the effect of various thrust vector pointing schamos on propellant
weight consumption. Trajectories we,x-e obtained for optimal variable
thrust angle and for optimal and near- optimal fixed thrust angles for
various earth departure velocities, departure velocity angles, and thrust
acceleration levels. The!-,* parametric variations were stuttled for direct
missions to the asteroid belt that take less than tae Lull revolutLa n about
the sun to reach d•sti>aestion.
we also investi(iated iand, Oct missicas in wake the spscetraa per-
forms two psaoses around the son (two parepuWve p•rieds an•ar pawgw lsa).
Tbis me" about doWAss do payload wolgM bolt also ab&st d000bles fleas
mission and thrush times. lit is the last om fagkors erbkk crossed as
to favor the direct VaaTssbaa.
1s
Within the constraint of the direct mission, Table 2-1 gives a
gross comparison of payload weight and other mission parameter* for the
three candidate launch vehicles on the 3.5 AU asteroid. belt mission. The
net payload weight for direct missions performed by Atlas-Burner II,
Atlas-Centaur, and Titan MC are 30, 165, and 320 kg. The corresponding
gross spacecraft weights are 240, 670, and 1150 kg. The net payload
fraction for the higher performance boosters is in the range from 25 to
30 percent, whereas the Atlas-Burner H provides a rather modest
12. 5 percent. The net payload for the Atlas-Burner case appears inade-
quate to make an attractive mission compared with the Pioneer F and G
ballistic spacecraft which carries 27 kg of science instruments on a
Jupiter flyby mission. Before the Atlas-Burner launch vehicle was dropped,
the indirect mission was also examined, Use of the indirect mission profile
raises the payload to 65 kg, which is more attractive although still on the
low side. Two other additional problems are encountered however. The
first is that the mission time grows from about 2-1 /2 to 5 years, which
is becoming excessive. The second is that the appropriate thrust level,
corresponding to about 1 kw engines, is •,moo low for the Jupiter and out-
of- the-ecliptic missions. As a res•.alt. the choice of launch vehicles was
narrowed to the Atlas-Centaur and the Titan MC.
In the foregoing discussion and ip the discussion to follow, a dis-
tinction is made between net and gross payloads. Net
 payload is defined
as the weight of science and technology ezperiments, which are the heart
of the mission. Grass payload is a term which has been widely used in
earlier solar electric spacecraft studies and is the injected weW nat"s
the weight of solar arrAy, electric propelefen dry weight, and propellant.
Thus the gross payload includes structure and all the remaining sub-
systems as well as experiments.
The net payload achievable for the direct ndesion is significantly
influenced by the balance between the sasaut ad eaeM auMHed by the
launch vehicle A" that *"plied by solar electric p ropelsiaa. litre i-1
dramatically altos this for eacls of the three hLuzcL vehicles. Here.
net payload is plotted against islecliaa energy C 3 (kaa2/sec=), i. a.*
tko amount of energy per vu h was* above dos required to escgpo lee
earth as snpglisd by the laeach v Au".
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The net payload drops markedly for low C 3
 evAn though the injected
weight rises. This is because the amount of propellant per unit mass
of the spacecraft is large as a result of the aize of the velocity incre,nent
still to be supplied, and because the power required per unit spacecraft
mass also increases about in pror.)rtion to this increase in propellant.
For la-- C 3 `s these increases of propellant and power per unit mass over-
take the improvement in injected weight supplied by the launch vehicle,
resulting in lower net payload. The required power (kw) is shown by the
numbers on the curves of Figure 2-1 and the power increase for low C3Is
is apparent.
^	 >wv	 sa
C3 ^^
irtgure 2-l. Diet Payload Wefaht Comparison
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The net result is that operating to the left of the point of maximum
FS net payload is undesirable because not only does the net payload decrease,
but the program cost increases due to increased spacecraft size and power.
The payload performance also drops for higher C 3 I s since inadequate
advantage is taken of electric propulsion and, in the limit, the payload is
reduced to that obtained by direct chemical injection. The payload drop on
this side is slower, however, while the decrease in spacecraft size and
power is fairly dramatic. This leads to the conclusion that, from an over-
all point of view, the proper operating point is to the right of the payload
maximum. The precise operating point is determined by how much payload
one is willing to give up in order to reduce the program cost. As will be
seen, similar results were obtained in the analysis of the alternate mission.
It is also of interest that at such an operating point there is little advantage
to optimum steerable thrust over the optimum fixed thrust steering
implementation.
AA this point, it is worth digressing into the subtle differences which
ariae between optimizing on gross or net payload_ Gross payload has
largely been used in the past because it is directly calculable without the
introduction of controversial assumptions as to the weight of the included
subsystems. However, the use of gross payload is misleading because it
results in the selection of an operating point which is to the left of the net
payload maximu*n with attendant size, power, and cost penalties. This is
because the weight of certain subsystems, such as structure and thermal
control, automatically increase with injected weight (lower C3 ) without
benefit to the net payload and yet are included in the figure of meait:
"gross payload. "
Although all ©f the factors necessary for launch vehicle selection
will not be explored until later in this section, it is appropriate to indicate
the selector at this point. The Atlas-Centaur was selected for the asteroid
belt missions and the Titan IIIC for the more demanding Jupiter and out-
of-ecliptic missions. The main reason for this selection is that it allows
one basic spacecraft to perform all missions with only minor changes in
the propellant loading and science comploment and, in the ov t-of -ecliptic
case, with the addition of an identical bank of thrusters. If a spacecraft
had been designed to exploit the Titan MC capability for the asteroid mits-
sioes, it would l&art been too big for Ow remaixting missions.
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A study of the effect of various other system and mission parameters
was conducted for the asteroid belt probe. These include the effect on
net payload and power requirement of these parameters:
e Aphelion distance
e Launch date
e Solar array specific mass
e Specific impulse.
Nomographic aids were developed to facilitate evaluation of these
parametric changes as well as changes in structural and subsystem weights,
thruster efficiency, solar array losses, etc.
Figure 2-2 shows a wimmary map of the principal mission and system
parameters involved in finding the best operating point. Contours of con-
stant net payload are plotted in a chart with solar array power and injection
energy as coordinates. Along the axis marked injection energy, a second
scale is shown indicating the injected spacecraft weight. Thrust time and
initial acceleration contou r s are also shown.
'he most significant feature of the mission map is the narrow diagonal
ridge formed by the net payload contours. This ridge is such that a reduc-
tion of spacecraft size and power in the proper ratio does not strongly affect
the Payload weight. On the other hand, net payload weight is extremely
sensitive to power variation for fixed gross weight or weight variation for
fixed power because this leain to a steep descent from the crest of the
ridge formation. In the upper left portion of the diagram, the sharp drop
is net payload weight is due to excessive spacecraft gross weight, insufficient
acceleration, and high propellant ratio. In the lower right-hand corner. not
payload is reduced because of insufficient gross weight or excessive solar
array power. Using this mission map as a guida we select an operating
point near the top of the ridge while accepting a small net payload sacrifice
in return for a major reduction in pourer level at an injection energy of
20 km /sec 2 . The payload weight is 150 kg and the power 6.4 kw. The
thrust time is approximately 230 days, and the Wtial acceleration is
3 x 10 -5g. It should be noted that this mission snap was derived for a nami-
nal specific impulse of 3500 seconds. In the actu l spacecraft design a
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slightly smaller I value (3200 sec) was selected to reduce the propulsions Ppower requirement and to allow a margin for power conversion losses not
accounted for in the preliminary system analysis. 'L'his approach was pre-
ferred over the alternative of increasing the solar array size.
SOW ANAY POV4a % (KW}
Figure 2-2. Mission Map for Asteroid Belt Probe
A sumrasry of parametric influences investigated in this study is as
follows:
• Reducing aphelion from 3. 5 to 3. 0 AU increases net pay -
lmd weight maximum from 175 to 225 kg. Cauverseiy.
increasing the aphelion distance to 4 AU reduces the mazt-
mum net payload to 135 kg.
• A change in the specific mass of the solar array fro= the
'41	 nominal 15 kilograms per kilowatt of the roUout array to the
21 kilograms per kilowatt of the foldout array reduces the net
payload from 175 to 130 kg.
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• Variation in launch time has only a minor effect on net
payload. A 7 kg penalty is involved if the launch occurs
when earth is at perihelion, winter, instead of aphelion,
summer.
• A reduction of I from 3500 to 2500 seconds increases
the net payload tf five percent and reduces the required
power by twenty percent. An Is of 2500 seconds is
outside the current state of the Irt, however, and also
is inappropriate for the out-of-the-ecliptic mission
where the optimum is nearer 40U seconds.
2. 2. 2 Jur-ter Flyby Mission
A Jupiter flyby mission was analyzed u p ing a simplified mission
profile with the thrust vector pointing at right angles to the sun-line.
Earth and Jupiter were assumed to move in circular, coplanar orbits.
A 5. 2 AU aphelion was assurned for the spacecraft trajectory. Targeting
requirements for the planetary intercept were omitted from consideration.
Figure 2-3 presents the net payload variat i on with injection energy
for spacecraft launched by the Atlas-Centaur and by the Titan MC (nomi-
nal and uprated) launch vehicles. The curves show the same basic weight
tradeoff as in the asteroid belt mission performance. For the Jupiter
miss?ion, the optimism staging point for all launch vehicles is in the C3
a
range from 22 to 25 !an /sec t. The maximurn payload is less than 50 kg
in the case of an Atlae-Centaur launch, 125 kg for the nominal Titan MC,
and 175 kg for the uprated Titan MC. Solar array power required at
maximum payload is 7, 11, and 13 kw, respectively.
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The queation of principal importance is whether the nominal SEMM
Uj spacecraft using a 6. 4 kw power level meets the performance zequire-
ments of the Jupiter mission. In the case of Atlas -Centaur this poorer
level would provide nearly maximum net payload. This ic, not considered
adequate for a second-generation Jupiter probe mission, which is pre-
ceded by first-generation missions of Pioneer F and G with nearly 30 kg
payload capability. The SE.%W- spacecraft should carry a heavier, more
sophisticated payload and therefore requires the Titan MIC as a launch
vehicle. At the power level of 6. 4 kw the SEMM spacecraft provides a
net payload of 90 kg which, although somewhat below the maximum obtain-
able, is still three times that of the Pioneer F and G. The selected
staging point is at C 3
	29 km2 /3ec2.
FigLre 2-4 shows various weight and power options for the SEMM
spacecraft for asteroid belt and Jupiter probe missions, using the Atla: -
Centaur or the Titan MC booster (nominal and uprated). The accompany-
ing table lists the mission type, the booster vehicle, the gross spacecraft
weight (W O ), the net payload weight (WNPL), and the power level. Points
5 and 6 bracket the nominal SEMM spacecraft characteristics, providing
95 Ind 115 kg of net payload, respectively. Of theae two only option 5 is
applicable for the nominal Titan MC.
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Points 7 and 8 show substL&ntlal asiwt inrat pzyj a th t wn-I jd bea---- -.. -.. 2.e^ _.,..,.	 _
3^.hieved by increasing the size of the spacecraft and the solar array
power. However, under the ground rule of keeping these characteristics
unchanged in alternate missions, the higher performance potential of
Titan MC will not be fully used by the SEMM spacecraft. The alternative
of increasing the size and pawer level of SEMM for the asteroid belt and
the Jupiter missions is unattractive because it would result in higher
program cost.
2. 2. 3 Out-of-Ecliptic Survey Mission
A simplified mission profile is assumed with a fixad radial distance
from the sun (1 AU) and with thrust periods centered at the nodes at which
the spacecraft orbit crosses the ecliptic plane. These nodals occur at
half-year intervals. With a fixed radial distanca of 1 AU, the spacecraft
will maintain the sas-ne heliocentric longitude as earth at all times. This
mission profile makes the communication distance between spacecraft
and earth small compared to others for which the spacecraft would depart
from the longitude of earth. Orbit inclination can be increased through
10	 special mission profiles, but these havo not been considered in this study.
Figure 2-5 shows typical time histories of orbital inclination
achieved in 5 successive thrust periods with initial acceleration as para-
meter. Thaaa results wazr obtatzed for as Isp of 3230 soconde and for
thrust arcs of *60 degrees centered at the nodal points. Tho electric
propulsion duty cycle is 66. 7 percent. Tha initial orbit inclination of
S. 5 degrees is produced by a high injection energy of C s o 21 krn2 ; sect.
The rate of orbit inclination change increases in proportion with accelera-
tion level ao. A lower accelf
 ration increaseo the mission time but also
increases payload capability because electric propulsion and power supply
weights are decreased.
Figure 2-6 illustrates the net payload Freight obtainable as a fwwtion
of initial orbit inclination or injection energy indicated by the second
abscissa scale. The curves show tote payload characteristics for four
(solid Union) and five (dasbsd Buss) thrust periods with values ad the toW
orbit inclination attalsod at the sad of tiffs missies as p&ramaeter (30. 33,
is	
aad 40 degrees). Tke required a4ax array peeler is ale* sbms para-
metrically. Tba optiniom stagin 4„ psdst retlecd" do tradeoff	 s
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launch vehicle chemical energy and electric propulsion energy falls in
the injection energy range from 5 to 18 km 2 /sec 2 or between initial
angles fron- 4 to 8 degrees. The selected operations point is at a C'3
value above the optimum staging level to make possible the desired
lower solar array power of the SEMM spacecraft. Payload is extremely
sensitive to the total orbit inclination. The graph shows that for five
thrust periods the maximum payload achievable at a total orbit inclination
of 30 degrees is 280 kg, decreases to 140 kg at 35 degrees, and to 25 kg
at 40 degrees. By operating at the nominal spacecraft power level of
6.4 kw we achieve approximately 100 kg of net payload for 35 degrees of
total orbit inclination.
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An increase in the number of thrust periods clearly increases the
payload and degree of orbit change because the fixed weights allocated
to solar array and aiectric propulsion are more effectively utilised.
Additional gains are realized by increasing the number of thrust periods
from five to six. However, we must also keep in mind that increasing
the number of thrust periods decreases elecsic prcg rulsioa reliabiLty.
]Four thrust periods with a duty cycle of 66 .7
 percent correspond to US
days of thrusting which is slightly more than the limit of mvziaausa thrast
time (104
 hours or 416 days) specified for each thruster by the stu4y.
Five thrust periods wotuld require SSA dais, and six tamet periods 679
xo
00
0
days. We have avoided excessive thruster operating times by adding
another identical bank of three thrusters to the baseline spacecraft
design so that total thrust time can be increased without decreasing
mission reliability.
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Figure 2-7 shown various optima for spacecraft design partmeters
for the out-of-ecliptic mission with Atlas -Centaur and Titan MC launch
vehicles. The accompanying table lists the number of propulsion periods,
initial and final orbit inclination, gross spacecraft weight, rot payload
weight, and power. Option 10 starting from an initial ogle of 9. S dwgaoes
and using ^,. 4 kw of solar power provides a tot payload of 90 kg which com-
plies with characteristics of the SEMM baseline spacecraft. This payload
weight is censidored Quite adoluate
	 for *e
	
scientific requirius,e	 of the
mission.
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2. 3 MULTI-MISSION COMPATIBILITY OF BASELINE CONFIGURATION
Analysis of the principal and alternate missions established. that the
preferred spacecraft configuration and power level has the desired multi-
mission compatibility. Figure- 2-4 and 2-7 show a number of possible
options for spacecraft weight and power level and show that all missions
of interest can be met with essentially the same power level and spacecraft
size,
For missions in the ecliptic plane the following conclusions were
reached:
• Evolution from the asteroid belt probe to the Jupiter probe
is Tossible with fixed gross weight and power level, by
using the larger Titan MC launch vehicle for the Jupiter
mission.
a The Titan IKC accommodates the same baseline spacecraft
as Atlas-Centaur, providing a higher payload.
s Significant payload gains can be realized in the Jupiter
probe with the Titan MG launch vehicle, increasing space-
craft size and power level, but this violates the ground
rule of retaining the baseline spacecraft.
Conclusions for the out-of-ecliptic mission are summarized as
follows:
• A changeover from the Atlas-Centaur to the Titan D IC
launch vehicle yields major performance gains for the
baseline spacecraft urlth no change in the power level.
Due to the larger propellant weight required for this
mission the spacecraft gross weight will be increased,
but this. does not reflect in a larger spacecraft also.
e Increaue of spacecraft size and power w*Wd yield 011-
tional payload gauss. as in the Jepit•r mission. however,
this is not couside"d reynirsd from a payload standpoint
and would not be consteteut with the awlti-mission design
c kept.
.A major- Increase is payload capacity is aebiewwable with-
out spacecraft modification by ezt•ndiae- the w aabor of
thrust planes. o. g.. from f%re to aia, mium Isis allows
a muck beVer weigbt utills4ties of elecirlc prolalsten
system awd the solar away.
s
Z3
• The optimum specific impulse for this mission (approxi-
mately 4000 seconds) is larger than the nominal specific
impulse adopted for the SEMM spacecraft design (3200
seconds). But since payload weight is rather insensitive
to specific impulse change, the penalty for operating off
the optimum is minor.
Additional study is required to obtain refined estimates of the per-
formance capabilities of the SEMM spacecraft in the Jupiter and out-of-
ecliptic missions. In the Jupiter mission the three-dimensional trajec-
tory characteristics and the targeting requirements must be taken into
account. The nonoptimum circumferential thrust orientation assumed
in this study gives conservative results. This provides a margin against
the extra performance requirements of the nonplanar mission profile.
Further study of the out-of-ecliptic mission is needed to determine
optimal mission profiles. Preliminary studies performed by NASA sug-
gest that a small performance gain and mission time reduction can be
obtained by departing from the 1 AU radial distance constraint. The
conservative performance estimates obtained by using a mission profile
which is less than optimum are sufficient to establish the multi-mission
capability.
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C , 2.4 LAUNCH WINDOW GEOMETRY AND CONSTRAINTS
2.4. 1 Asteroid Belt Mission
In principle this mission can be launched any time of the year
because of the small payload weight variations associated with the
varying position of the earth in its orbit around the sun. The payload
difference between launch at perihelion and at aphelion is only 7 kg.
However, as a result of searonal changes the declination of the departure
vector varies between 23. 4 degrees north and 23. 4 degrees south. This
change of declination angles affects the use of the Atlas-Centaur as a
launch vehicle because of its time constraint of 30 minutes for coast in
parking orbit.
In summary, the daily launch window is governed by the coast arc
limitation of Centaur and by the azimuth :imitations of ETR between 45 deg
degree and 110 degree launches. A daily launch window duration of 2 to 5
hours is available for south declinations of the departure asymptote, and
r up to 2 hours for mull northern declinations. During the months from
August to November the declination of V oo exceeds 13 degrees north and
does not permit launch unless a plane change maneuver is performed at
the time of the injection burn. Performance tradeoffs are required be-
tween the weight penalty due to this plane change and the weight penalty
involved in launching the spacecraft with a small out-of -ecliptic angle.
For untargeted missions to the asteroid belt the launch window constraints
present no problem. Further study is required for the case of a targeted
mission to a specified astercdd.
Launch geometry constraints have also'-ten investigated for the
minimum launch vehicle Atlas-Burner IL Since the vehicle does not
have a restartable upper stage, the alternatives for launching the space-
craft are:
a) Direct injection. which restricts the launch opporta pity
to two months per year during which this can be done
without severe azimuth penalty.
b) Indirect injection erring an ecceatric parking orbit. The
Burner n upper stage is ig30-ted when the spececraft
returns to the vicinity of perigee. This is+treat i.-.;ectiaa
technique requires a coast arc of ZSO to 300 degrees.
as
Since it makes possible a due East launch from ETR,
azimuth penalties are avoided. Atlas-Burner II is
not the preferred candidate launch vehicle and further
study of these injection techniques are unnecessary.
A separate launch window analysie for Titan MC launches was
omitted because its restartable upper stage does not impose a time con-
straint on parking orbit. There is no seasmal limitation due to launch
window constraints,
2.4. 2 Launch Phase Constraints for the Out-of-Ecliptic
The out-of-ecliptic survey mission requires a large northerly or
southerly asymptote declination. Launch from ETR is severely con-
strained by the azimuth limits of 45 degrees and 110 degrees. A launch
from the WTR would require a launch nearly clue south at 170 degrees
azimuth, which greatly reduces injected weight performance of the launch
vehicle. The sacrifice of injected weight for launch at 45 degree azimuth
from ETR is 136 kg. The sacrifice for launch at 170 degrees off WTR
would be 350 kg. Therefore launch from ETR is preferred at 45 0 azimuth
which achieves an orbit inclination of 52 degrees. The resulting deficiency
of 14 degrees in the declination of the outgoing asymptote can be compen-
sated by a low-thrust propulsion maneuver during the Brat thrust phase
after injection into interplanetary orbit with an acceptably small perfor-
mance penalty. We could avoid correcting the departure asymptote and
accept the slightly eccentric injection orbit that results from injection
under the azimuth constraint. With an eccen*ricity of approximately 0. 05,
a mission. profile will result in which the spacecraft does not maintain a
synchronous position in heliocentric longitude with respect to earth. This
departure from the nominal mission profile is not serious. to fact, it
provides some operational advantages. For example, it permits pointing
the high-gain antenna at earth without Interference from the ion beam
which might occur in the case of ideal synchronous motion.
Various options exist for performing this mission with the depar-
ture angle deficiency imposed by the 45-degree azimuth limit.
e Eccentric orbit with a send-major ands of 1 AU (1 year
orbit period) and annual earth encounter; t:.* spacecraft
lags behind earth between anxsual encounters
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te Eccentric orbit wjoCh a semi-major axis of 1 AU; the
	 j
spacecraft leads the earth between annual encounters.
	 t
• Eccentric orbit with a semi-maior axis smaller than
1 AU; the spacecraft leads the earth at the rate of
approximately 30 degrees per year; no periodic
encounters.
e Eccentric spacecraft orbit with a semi-major axis
greater than 1 AU; the spacecraft lags the earth at
the rate of 30 degrees per year; no periodic encounters.
Of the above four cases, the first two are preferred because they
permit the spacecraft to remain in close vicinity of earth and measure
solar emisc.ions which are affecting the environment of earth from a
different heliocentric latitude. These measurements can be correlated
with simultaneous measurements on earth. Periodic encounters with
earth offer opportunities to exercise guidance and navigation capabilities
during low-thrust periods and subsequent coast phases. The launch dates
preferred for the first case listed above would be 21 July for an ascending
orbit relative to the ecliptic or 21 January for a descending orbit. They
make it possible to reach higher heliographic latitudes, In both cases
the spacecraft lags earth for the major portion of each year. Of these
two dates, the mid-winter launch into a descending orbit is preferred
because acquisition of star references for attitude control is more con-
venient. Launch window studies indicate that at least one hour per day
is available for 20 or 30 days before and after the best launch date with-
out noticeable penalty. The launch geometry is fairly insensitive to the
precise date and time of day because the departure asymptote, V OC, is
located at the culmination point of the launch orbit.
2. 5 NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE ANALYSIS FOR THE
ASTEROID BELT PRO13E
2.5. 1 Summary
Guidance and navigation of law-thrust interplanetary spacecraft
differ from conventional guidance techniques developed for, and success-
fully flown in, ballistic missions such as the Mariner Mars an ri Venus
probes. The princip,,a2 differences are •h.ase:
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r The extended thrust period provides a means for
continuous course corrections at little or no extra
propellant expen je.
Orbit determination based on ground tracking is
degraded by the presence of uncontrolled short-
term and long-term variations of thrust orientation
and magnitude.
The first characteristic simplifies the execution of guidance correc-
tions and mac' es the accuracy of execution less critical. However, the
random thrust perturbations offset this advantage by introducing signifi-
cant navigation errors threu ghout the powered flight phase.
The results of preliminary guidance and navigation studies for the
aateroid belt mission indicate that in spite of these navigation errors the
spacecraft can avhieve a high guidance accuracy in reaching a specified
Phantom target or an actual target such as a major asteroid. Error .
sources were anoiyzed, and achievable guidance accuracies were esti-
mated. Guidance is implemented by making continuous thrust angle cor-
rections during the main thrust phase with thrust offsets not excee ling 3
degrees from the nominal orientation. in addition a vernier corraction
maneuver can be executed after completion of the main thrust phase by
low-thrust operation of the propulsion eystem for a period of several
hours to several days. This correction maneuver eliminates residual
velocity errors detected with high accuracy after main thrust is termi-
nated. A coast time interval of two to three weeks between the termina-
tion of the main thrust phase and the initiation of the correction maneuver
is sufficient to esta1blieh the orbital characteristics of the spacecraft with
idgh accuracy, so even with accuracy limited during the thrust phase, the
correction maneuver car. reduce the :Hiss at destination to about 1000 km,
whicli is comparable tc the accuracy achieved in ballistic missions.
0
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3. SCIENCE PAYLOAD
Mission objectives of the SEMM spacecraft are summarized in
this section and the pavload complements selected for the various mis-
sions are described with emphasis on the asteroid belt survey missions.
3. 1 SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE VARIOUS
MISSIONS
The scientific objecrives of the four missions to be performed by
the SEMM spacecraft are:
•	 Asteroid belt survey (principal mission): It will explore
e physical environment of e asteroid belt measuring
fielde and energetic particle flux and correlating the
spatial density and orbital parameters of meteoroids
according to mass.
•	 Asteroid flyby. In addition to performing area explort+-
tion, the spacecraft will observe surface features of a
large asteroid body at close range, determine infra-
red ultraviolet, and other emissions, and measure
changes in the interplanetary magnefic field caused
by the asteroid. Observation of other asteroids at
greater distances will also be attempted.
•	 Jupiter flyby. In addition to exploring interplanetary
space during transit, the spacecraft will observe
Jupiter at close range. Imaging techniques in the
visual, IR, and UV bands will be used. The space-
craft will try to detect X-ray and radio frequency
emissions, will measure magnetospheric phenomena
and trapped particle radiation, and may c.orsduct a
radio occultation experiment.
•	 Out-of-ecii tic st a rve . It will explore interplanetary
space at increasing distances from 4,5e ecliptic plane,
measuring interplanetary fields and particle flux,
determining meteoroid flux density, and obser-*.ag
solar emissions and phenomena in the sun's corona
from high heliocentric latitudes. The structure of
coronal streamers observable only from this position
will be of particular interest. Correlation of the
probe's solar flux measurements with simultaneous
measurements on earth at the swae heliocentric
longitude, and by Pioneer probes at different
longitudes, will yield three -dimensional synoptic
data on solar activity.
J
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3. 2 ASTEROID BELT FL•YTHROUGH MISSION
isPhenomena to be observed during the asteroid belt flythrough
include the distribution of meteoroids and asteroids and their interaction
with the interplanetary environment, the variation of interplanetary fields
and particles with solar distanco, and in the transition region from solar
to galactic influences. Of	 interest is the decrease of the solar
wind and the interaction of asteroid belt particles with the solar plasma.
A typical asteroid belt flythrough trajectory is shown in .Figure 3-1.
This trajectory begins with a thrust phase lasting for 230 days, followed
by a ceast phase to aphelion at 3. 5 AU (67(1 days) and return to the vicinity
of I AU. The residence time in the asteroid belt is approximately
900 days. The diagram also shows the relative orientation of the meteoroid
flux encountered by the spacecraft. On the outbound trip the meteoroids
tend to strike the spacecraft from the rear and can be detected by
meteoroid impact detectors mounted on the back surface of the solar array.
During the return passage the meteoroids tend to etrikce the solar array
from the front_, so the impact detectors will in effect lose their usefulness.
isOther sensing equipment such as optical detectors, however, will con-
tinue to function on the return passage.
For most effective observation of the meteoroid environment the
following mission characteristics have been selected: aphelion at 3. 5 ALT
because this provides the largest total count per mission of meteoroids,
u.d low eccentricity (e = 0. 5) to provide extended residence time in the
ssteroid environment.
Present program plans for a Jupiter Pioneer F and C spacecraft
influence the scientific objectives and the mission planning for the SEIM
asteroid belt probe to some extent. Pioneer will pass through the
4steroid belt at a steep flight path angle with a total exposure of less than
250 days. During this period it will carry out fields and particles
measaroments as well as limited meteoroid measurements. Om the
SJUM spacecraft mission through the asteroid belt. emphasis in weight
allocation will be on the heavy meteoroid detectors rather than on
particles and fields sensors since the former exploit the resources of
the Sr,	 spacecraft (payUtad capacivy aW nmsti.ng area) to greatest
advazftge.
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3.3 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS FOR THE ALTERNATE MISSIC*'^%
The selection of scientific instrumentation suggested for t1he SEI^W
spacecraft for the three principal missions studied represents a balance
of scientific data return, commonality of instruments, and the full
utilization of &,e capabilities of the spacecraft in terns ^f payload weight,
unobstructed viewing angles, scanning instrument requirements, and data
handling and cornmuni cations capabilities.
A significant fraction of the payloads for each rnission includes
interplanetary particles amd fields detectors. Additional instrumentation
has been added to this basic complement to meet the specific require-
ments of the various missions. Where appropriate, the sensitivity levels
or dyna nic ranges of the particles and fields detectors have beer, extended
to provide for both interplanetary conditions and for encounter measure-
ments 
of 
the Joviar, environment and within the asteroid belt.
The basic complement of particles and fields sensors include a
plasma probe, magnetometer, and solar and galactic coamic ray detec-
tors. Since angular distribution information tit required from the charged
particle detectors, the three-axis stabilized spacecr&ft will require
multiple sensors, each viewing in a selected direction. The several
sensors associated with this type of experiment can have common
electronics for counting and logic functions.
In addition to the absolute magnetoxneter, an ac magnetometer ani
electric field plasma wave detector have been added to the payload for
the Jupiter flyby mission and the asteroid belt mission to measure the
higher frequency interaction phenomena of the solar wind with them*
bodies. Associated with the solar wind interaction with the Jovian
magnetosphere is an ,Assumed trapped particle onvironrnant. Measure-
ments of decimeter radio emissions from Ws planet have boon attributed
to synchrotron radiation from the radiation belts. The SEMM Jupiter
flyby spacecraft includes a high emrgy proton fisslon detector and a
trapped particle detector with three orthogonal view directiomw to
measure the fb= and pitch &no* distrikWan of &ene paxdclsa.
Also incW*d in tha basic payload is a radio pro~tien Warluout
to Measure th* i&ftgr&t*d *I*CtV'Ga Q0&C*%tMtL= b*W*4M dW &P"OCZ&ft
U
aiO the earth. 1 1 can also be uaed to make measurements of the
ionosphere and upper atmosphere of Jupiter.
The detailed study of the Jovian atmosphere can be carried out with
the SEMM spacecraft by the inclusion of a high resolution TV imaging
system, an IR imaging detector, and a UV detector mounted together on
the t-,vo-axis gimballed platform of the spacecraft. This platform is
mounted to provide pre- and post-encounter viewing of the planet and is
also used on th.e asteroid belt mission spacecraft. The W and an x-ray
detector for the Jupiter mission have requirements common to the out-
of-the-ecliptic survey mission.
The out-of-the-ecliptic survey mission payload has been selected
to make measurements of the extended solar corona into interplanetary
space with the basic complement of particles and fields experiments and
to make direct observations of the x-ray, and UV solar emissions for
correlation with an onboard solar corouagraph. The coronagraph
suggested is a modified version of the OSO-H instrument with an occulting
disc covering 1. 5 solar radii. Coronagraph measurements from high
solar latitudes taken in conjunction with ground based and earth satellite
observation will provide a three-dimensional view of the complexities of
solar strearners and their propagation into interplane tary space. This
instrument is used only on the out-of-the-ecliptic mission spacecraft,
but does not alter the attitude control requirements common to all SEMM
spacecraft missions.
3.4 PAYLOAD COMPLEMENTS FOR THE VARIMUS M=OM
The SEMM spacecraft provides a large payload capacity, large
six* and large mounting area for a variety of sensors. a rCLoonably
unobstructed field of view in all directions, and has the power capacity
for high data rate telemetry to earth. Preceded by Arst generation
Pioneer missions to Jupiter and out-of-the -ecliptic, the 8XUM spacecraft
will carry mush heavicr and more s*1WNUticatesl fnatru:nente which make
Its use as a secoasi generation spacecrafts more attractive.
The baseline spacscra!'t desiSm wtU bye iaetrnmaaftd by basic
Payload ejleneats which are COeAn WU to a$ mtaafoM. These wl be
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augmented by other instruments selected to meet Lhe specialised scientific
objectives of each subsequent mission following the initial asteroid belt
survey mission. The spacecraft design must t;,erefore meet these
criteria:
e Fle)-dbility for accommodating a variety of mission
pec,-liar payload instruments
e	 Ability to support different scientific payloads with
adequate resources in power, data handling, central
computing and sequencing, telemetry capacity, etc.
e Growth potential for adaptation to science payload
instruments of greater complexity which may stLU
be in the conceptual stage at the time when the first
missicn of this spacecraft is being prepared.
Table 3-1 presents typical science payload complements for the
three types of missions to be flown by the multi-mission spacecraft. The
asteroid belt probe carries meteoroid defectors of various types, i. e.,
penetration- detectors, a velocity and mome.ttum detector, a pborosensor
(Sisypihus), a television imaging system„ and ,, zodiacal light meter.
The second group of sensore is for particles and fields measurements:
cosmic ray telescope, plasma detector, magnetometers, plasma wave
antenna, and radio propagation experiment. Tl±cda sensors are common
to the other two missions payloads.
The Jupiter flyby probe will carry a TV imaging system of hi,2her
sophisticatir n to refine the planet observations ob4ined by earlier flyby
probes of the 1970'x. The Jupiter flyb!, probe will also carry other
encounter instrumentation such as an ultraviolet detector, an infrared
imaging detector, an x-ray detector, high energy particle detectors, and
high energy proton fission detectors. The zodiacal light meter will also
be carried by the Jupiter probe.
The out-of-ecliptic survey mission will carry the same particles
and fields measurements as the asteroid mission. Impact detectors are
not required. One of the most interesting axperkwants to be performed
by the out-of-ecliptic probe will be a°oserv►tion of the solar corona from
the high heliocentric latitude of more than 40 degrees aemoy Ob a by tam
:SLUM spacecraft. The mission ior*flle proviiciea rep %tod vbservatiosW
at these latitudes at a fixed disltnce
 of I AU. TM2 cou*kAneats tfw
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highly eccentric out-of-ecliptic return trajectory projected for the
Pioneer spacecraft after Jupiter swingby. The higher payload capacity
and the three-axis stabilization of the SEMM spacecraft are characteristics
that can be exploited by sophisticates imaging equipmert.
3.5 IINTEGRATION OF PAYLOAD SENSORS WITH THE SEMM
SPACECRAFT
Figure 3-2 shows the placement of various payload instruments on
the rear side of the spacecraft body, on appendages, and on the solar
array paddles. The equipment bay seen to the right of the center box
provides the mounting space for a variety of instruments: the double-
gimballed television system, the canted optical micrometeoroid sensor
(Sisyphus system); the velocity and momentum sensor (electroballi,stic
pendulum), not visible in this p trspective of the spacecraft, is mounted
in the vicinity of the Sisyphus detector. The zodiacal light meter is
mounted on the rear surface of the central spacecraft box looking in
anti-volar direction, and scanning in the direction of the ecliptic plane
to obtain readings of zodiacal light under a wide range of phase angles.
Mounted on appendages are those sensors which must be i rotected
from the dieturbing influences of the electric propulsion system. On the
right hand side an ac magnetometer and an electric wave detector are mounted
on an outrigger boom. At the •gip of the upper solar array paddle two
extension booms are shown which support a helium magnetometer (on the
left] and a cosmic ray telescope (on the right). Not seen in this view of
the spacecraft is the solar wind plasma detector mounted on the front
side of the central box. There is a second cosmic ray telescope mounted
at the tip of the bottom array. A second outrigger boom an the right hand
side near the high.-gain antenna dish supports an "E" field melrr.
Micrometeoroid sensors of the pressurised cell types are sho" in
their deployed condition on the rear surface of the solar array paddles.
These detectors occupy nearly half the rear surface of the solar array.
The total net payload weight capacity of the spacecraft doee not peraait
pressure cell detectors of sufficient ease to cover tiro entire solar array.
V
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Figure 3-3 shows the pressure cell se:^sors partly deployed, and illustrates
their stowage on both sides of the flat central box next to the rollup array
storage drums. The pressurized cell type impact detectors selected for
this application do not permit integration with the rollup array. A eingle
de Havilland deployment boom is sufficient to deploy both the solar array
srd the folded pressurized cell package.
MAGNETOMER(NOT FULLY DEPLOYED)
DEPLOYMENT BOOM
0	 M ICROMETORO I D
IMPACT SENSORS
RETENTION SPRING	 SUN
SOLAR ARRAY
Figure 3-3. Micrometeoroid Impact Sensors (lPartislly Deployed)
36
Interfaces between the payload instruments and the rest of the
spacecraft, in particular, with the electric propulsion system, are
discussed in .Section 4. By careful attention to spacecraft design an
environment can be achieved in which delicate particles and fields sensors
can operate without disturbance from the electric propulsion system.
The payload weight capabilities of the SEMM spacecraft vary
between the principal mission to the asteroid belt and the subsequent
missions, as determined by the rather dissimilar mission profiles and
energy requir-ments.
Table 3-2 gives a summary of spacecraft capabilities in the various
missions and shows that weight and power capabilities are well matched
to the requirements of payload instruments which will be carried on
these missions. The mission providing the largest payload capacity is
also the one in which the greatest amount of payload is required for
accommodating both the technology and science payloads, including large
and heavy microme+eoroid impact dete^tors which are carried only
during this mission. A payload weight capacity of gU kilograms for the
subsequent Jupiter flyby and the out-of -ecliptic rmzf4or is adequate for
their less demanding payload requirements. In each case the power level
at destination is commensurate with payload operation requirements, and
downlink telemetry capacity ranges from several hundred to several
thousand bits per second for the various mtasions, always sufficient to
accommodate the projected sophisticated payload instruments.
This brief survey of spacecraft capabilities indicates that the
SEMM spacecraft can provide the neces-3ary environment and resources
to support the complement of science aensors previously discussed and
to provide growth potential for payload complements which are still
-awaiting better definition.
e
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	 4. TECHNOLOGY PAYLOAD
4.1 OBjECTIVES
During its first voyage it is recommended that the SEMM spacecraft
be utilized as a space laboratory to perform electric propulsion technology
experiments that cannot be carried out without a high deg- ae of confidence
in ground test facilities. Such experiments would be focused on the acqui-
sition of engineering information necessary to demonstrate the compati-
bility of electric propulsion systems with the rigoroia operation
requirements of future interplanetary space probes. This experimental
program_ is a logical extension of the SERT I and II ior_ engine space
technology programs. The technology experiments have been broken up
into five basic groups as follows -
a Group i. Demonstration of powered flight co;r_patibUity
of electric propulsion system with sophisticated
onboard scientific instruments
e Group 2. Demonstration of the navigation and guidance
capability of an electrically propelled spacecraft
• Group 3. Demonstration of the compatibility of an electric
propulsion system with critical spacecrai. iub-
systerns such as communications, power, and
thrust vector control
e Group 4. Demonstration of the validity of models derived
for the interaction of an electrically propelled
spacecraft, with the interplanetary space plasma
• _Grose 5. Demomstration of propulsion system performance
characteristics during a prolonged mission in
the deep spac9 environment.
Presented in Section Z. & of Volume U of this ctudy is a, detailed
description of the particular objectives, payload complement, payload
cpe • ; , s.tion, and payload location relative to these basic experiments. A
summary of the technology payload and experiments is presented in this
-volume .
It is expected that the first missiiin to be flown by the SEMM space-
craft will be an asteroid belt survey. Yrcm a tech logy standpoint this
I
prolesion appears extremely attractive because it wmId Gas possible to
41
achieve most objectives of the technology experiments without any undue
risk to the objectives of the science experiments. The asteroid mission
is untargeted, and as such, a good portion of the science objectives can
be accomplished even if the propulsion system fails prematurely. Further-
more, this mission is less demanding on the propulsion system than
alternate misaione such as out-of-the-ecliptic, where propulsion time is
more than twice as long. However, the out-of-the-ecliptic mission offers
a significant advantage over the asteroid survey mission for performance
of crucial navigation and guidance experiments. Durin g :ne out-of-the-
ecliptic mission the earth can be used as a durr- Aiy sarget each time the
apacecraft passes by. Such an encounter would occur about 10 times for
the projected out-of-the-ecliptic mission. Since encounter takes place
relatively close to the earth, the navigation and guidance experiment can
be performed with an accuracy unachievable on any other mission.
4.2 EXPERIMENT.' DESCRIPTIONS
Technology experiments will be performed on two different phases
of the asteroid belt mission. The outbound phase experiments will be1b performed during the propulsive phase of the mission. Based an the
projected mission profile, the propulsive phase should last about 228 days.
Once the propulsion system is shut down the spacecraft will be in a coast
phase and for all practical purposes the technology experiments will be
shut down. The inbound phase experiments will be performed at about
1250 days into the mission. At this point the spacecraft will have passed
aphelian and has approached to within 1.75 AU of the sun, :where approxi-
mately Z. 25 kw of power should be available.
4. 2. 1 Outbound Ennriments
4. 2. 1. 1 Group 1, Compat±bilfity of Propulsion
S tem with Science Payload
There are a wide variety of postulated spacecraft/propulsion system;
space plasma interactions that can contaminate the ambio t electric and
magnetic fields in the Acinity of the spacecraft. A'hese contmnizant fields
can, in tore, severely alter the exterSy, deasity, and directiumality of
charged particles in the ambient space plasma. Techniques for minimising
the effects ok sack cosdaaaiau t fWds on qw Adva! paasm&s sad field
measurements are currently being examined is ground test facilities.
Since it is impossible to adequately simulate all critical interactive
s
phenomena at low cost in such facilities, it is therefore, the primary
goal of Group 1 experiments to determine the degree to which the pro-
pulsion system contaminant fields affect the accuracy of space plasma
and fields :measurements. Fortunately, the recommended scientific
payload onboard the SEMM spacecraft contains a relatively complete
complement of plasma and flelde sensors. As a r esult, it should be
possible to perform all measureamev of interest, with the exception of
radio prtpagation experiments, without charging any significan t v eight,
ciEt, or power penalty to the technology payload. Typical experiments
of interest include plasma and fields measurements with the propulsion
system cn and off, .accuracy of plasma and fields measurement as a
unction of controlled variations in spacecraft pokential, plasma, and
fields measurements with the spacecraft reoriented from ids normal
sun-sta r attitude, and radio propagation measurements when the line of
sight between `^ +e earth and spacecraft receiver passes through the ion
be arn.
4. 2, 1. 2 Group 2, Navillation and Guidance Accuracy
The results of this study hive indicated that an electrically propelled
spacecraft should be capable of navigation and guidance accuracies at least
equal to that of chemically propelled spacecraft. Before using electrically
propelled spacecrs .lt for planatary or Wher targeted missions, it will be
extremely valuable to demonstrate this projectsd orbit determination
accuracy. Briefly, a a nber of vernier t-hrust maneuvers followed by
precise tracking at the co&clusion of the propulsive phase said be used to
attain accurate control of spscecrafl navigation and guidance. In addition
to determinlixg the asavigation and guidance accuracy of as electrically
propelled spaceck%ft, anotk^er goal of this Im,%p of experiments will be
the davolopment of a propulsion system process rzi.se model. Bch
bdormatioa will be eztr=ialy useW in planning t`stnre missions.
is
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4. 2. 1. 3 Group 3, Compatibility of Propulsion
it
Module with Spacecraft
There ire a number of potential interaction problems between the
propulsion system and critics: spacecraft subsystems that could lead -io
degradation of spacecraft performance, A number of analytical and
experimental programs are currently being performed to identify such
problems and develop special design procedures for overcoming them.
To confirm the validity of such design procedures, it will be valuable to
perform a variety of compatibility experiments in the space anvirournent.
Typical experiments of interest include measurement of degree of
refraction of the communications signal upon passage through the ion
beam, evaluation of the effects of ion beam exhaust products on surface
thermal coatings, and evaluation of the compsUbility of the propulsion
system with a number of new subsystems which have not yet been space
qualified (e. g., thrust vector coutrol).
4. 2. 1.4 Group 4, Modelling Propulsion Module
Space Plasma Interactions
This group of experiments will -complement the Group i experiments.
It is the primary goal of the Group 4 expert-nents to confir.-n the valietty
of propulsion system space plasma interaction models developed during
preflight ground testing and analysis. Me inflight correlation, test is
essential since the success with which the science payload can b. ,, inte-
grated into an electrically propelled spacecraft is crucially dependent
upon the validity of the interaction model. Such data when combined with
the information obtained on the SERT II flight, which will 1-a performed
in a relatively high density ( at 05 electrons/cc) plasma, will provide a
complete picture of electric spacecraft/space plasma im`eraction.
Should the Group i experiments indicate any serious contaminant field
effects an the science payload, the Groff 4 oMierimsnts can be used to
help explain the cause of such problems. Key expertuiante to be performed
in We group include measu."mast of
	 aad critical frequeaactes of
olec3zie sac	 k fields La Aw vim#? of tko spaceer&A as a loacAi le
of p_ opulsize
	
"W rotist Via, as Imuser bas pubw tial, sad
injantion marr=y ad asst--Heusi szoe"aw. Us a+liidita. 	 rsm*Ut of
basic im 1608oa preq►srd" such as Asatift taieatW. A rea ismperebwn
sae eloaOrea ieorfly disoftWes oitusii be r*is.
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4. Z. 1. 5 Group 5, Propulsion Module Performance
This group of experiments will focus on the evaluation of propulsion
module performance as it relates to the requirements for the asteroid and
growth versions of the SEMM spacecraft. Higia accuracy measurements
of key component performance will be correlated with previously obtained
ground test data. Typical experiments include evaluation of steady-state
thruster performance during a prolonged flight in the low density, inter-
planetary space plasma, evaluation of thruster module interactions during
operation in the interplanetary space plasma, determination of critical
component failure rates, and evaluation of the start up and shut doom
characteristics of the propulsion module.
4.2.2 Inbound ExMziment•
Once the spacecraft has completed its scientific objectives it will be
possiUle to perform a variety of higher risk technology experiments.
Such experiments can be performed after the spacecraft has begun its
:abound approach to the sun at about 1.75 AU, where apprwzimately
i 5 .-lays of thrust time can be performed at a thrust level of a gout
25 millipot nds using 3. 5 kilograms of extra propellant.
4. 2. 2. 1 Group i and Group 4 Experiments
Based on the results of the data analysis performed after the com-
pletion of the outbound experiments a variety of follow-up experiments
will be performed.
4.2. 2. 2 Group 5 Experiments
It is contemplat" that alternate versions of the SEMM spacecraft
will requite arany shutdown, and restarts of the propulsion a stg.m after
prolonged space soaks. To twit the capability of the propulsion module
in performing such operations, a wamber of orporimeuts will be performed.
Typical experiments of inberoet inc:nde the evaluatiaoa of the p:Opalsion
modu:o perfoszomwe LAor a twYp4as space soak. daterw_*satiou of pro-
puls oa -yetean compas sA fhilire rU*s during prolonged apace soak, mW
dotermination of the roNAUly wUk nbIsh pr%palsion modals shutdowns
and restarts can be nw4s (po_Aaps 23 to 50 sholdawas and r*ntarls can be
it performed).
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To perform this group of experiments it will be necessary to
incorporate a number of special deeign features into the propulsion
system. For example, the incorporation of tkermal control louvers will
be necessary to ensure that tho propulsion module temperrtures will not
drop below a minimum level of -30 0C during inactive periods.
4.3 TECHNOLOGY PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION
It is difficult to select the detailed payload complement for the
technology experiments at the present time. Such a selection must be
based to a detailed assessment of future 3paacecraft needs, experiment
costs, experiment integration problems, data return from SERT U tests,
and the sate of the art of electric propulsion technology at the start of the
SEM:-f spacecraft development program.. A detailed discusaioai of the
technology payload, presented in Secticn 2.2.3 of Volume 1A of the SEMM
spacecraft study, represents a best estimate of the technology require-
ments for a spacecraft program start in calendar year 1972. A summary
of the characteristics of the selected technology payload is presented is
Table 4 -1. Each of the instruments on this r ecommenied "technology
ON	 experiment shopping list" has been given a priority rating of either i or 2.
A rating of i represents an essential instrument and a rating of 2 represents
a desirable instrument. In addition W the instruments lilted in Table 4-1,
the technology experiments  will use a vari ety of the science instruments
on a time -share basis during the propulsive phases of the mis afon. Key
instr u nents to be ^Ailiaea for such measurements are the helium
magnotome'e r, the loop antenna, the dipole antenna, and the plasma
probers. Primary measurements for the navigation and guidance experi-
m--its will be movie using ;ground tracking stations vrith supplenlasta: data
supplied bi the onDoard three-axis acceleronmA*r.
A perspective &-%win# t' the location of each of the technology
instruments on the SEMM spacecraft is presented in Figuse 4-l. A com-
plete dlscuesi^_man peertainiv^bv to the location of technology instsamoutatiou **a
the spacecraft t- obtain mLzinu n data retaraa is prssextsd 1a
Section 2 . 2.3.3 of Values IA. A heelO 69scrip#ioe of each of the techaolep
bwtrunw,mts and ibeir locsd ms is p"ess6ed below.
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4. 3. 1 Electric FYelc. Meters
Two electric field meters are placed on the spacecraft to meature
suieace electric fields. Through predeterminted calibration it is possible
tc relate these surface electric field readings to spacecraft potential.
The electric field meter is a highly developed instrument and has already
been flown on a number of spacecraft. E-field meter 1 is boom-mounted
away from the spacecraft and as such provides an accurate measurement
of spacecraft potential since its field lines terminate in the spaca plasma
rather than in the ion beam. E-field meter 2 is used to determine the
electric field between the spacecraft and the ion beam.
4.3.2 Three-Asia Time -Share Accelerometer
An electrostatic accelerometer, aimilar t^
	
one built by bullAero
Systems for the SERT II spacecraft, is recommended for use on the
SEMM spacecraft. However, this unit should incorporate three trans-
ducers parallel to the X, Y. and Z axes of the spacecraft rather than only
one transducer for axial thrust measurements as an SERT 11. In this
manner it w•111 be possible to determine not only the magnitude of the
thrust vector but information relating to thrust vector direction. To
minimise the cost and weight penalty of the accelerometer package, a
common aet of support electronics is used for all three transducers.
As a result, it will n - ba possible to slmultanaously monitor the com-
ponentc of thrust in all three directions, However, since a i.5-second
sampling interval has been selected for each axis, this should not presvpt
any problems.
4.3.3 Space_ Parti;.le Ngractor Electrode
The space particle extractor electrode is placed on a 2. S -m*%r
boom at the lower evd of the sokar array. This device is atilised to
provide a con4tion of electrostatic cleaallness of the spacecraft wW_e
the propulsion system in off. Brief9y, a blab patamtial is avppl,ao to the
canductive eleeirode. Ciaargod particles are extrscted fran tine akraMent
space plasma to null the spacecraft currwd floss to sorb *ad thus psouride
a eoodition of electrostatic cleeQlirreste.
0
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4. 3. 4 Neutralizer Bias Supply
It A email purer supply is located in one of the power conditioning
units to bias the n<autralizer at some voltage other than spacecraft potential.
By systematically vF.rying the neutralizer bias voltage and monitoring the
spacecraft potential through the use of E-field meter 1, it should be
possible to null the spacecraft potential relative to the space plas.na to
zero. In this manner it should be possible to attain electrostatic cleanli-
ness of the spacecraft during propulsi-­3 phases.
4. 3. S Component Failure-Sensors
To establish the failure rates of propulsion module components
during spacecraft operation, a number of component failure sensors will
be installed in this propulsion system. These sensors, which are connected
to the spacecraft Cr, S, will provide information relating to the ca y.se and
time of failure of critical components.
4. 3. b Beam Experiment
A probe made up of a Faraday cup, Langm+x4ir probe, and emissive
probe it , swept through the ion beam about once per week. These probes
are used to define the detailed operating characteristics of the ion beam.
4.3.7 Surface Thermal Experiment
Approximately 10 thermal control coatings will be placed in oach of
threes locationrl
 on the spacecraft an illustrated 'n Figure 4-1. All loca-
tions should provide a normal unixnpedad view of the sun. The samples
will be exposed to ion beam exhaust products an i their surface thermal
properties monitored as a function of propuls'_ca time. A not of control
samples that receive no thruster sxhauat parzitles is also included.
4. 3. 8 Faraday Probe for Surface TbeEM1 Exartment
To correlate the data obtained is W surface thermal experiment
with data previously obtained on the grou-4, it is desirable to monitor the
arrival rate of energetic ions at the surface thermal samples. 'This is
accomplished by the use of Faraday pro'»s similar to the area used i:+r
the beano experiment. Thos surtwe thermal experiment will be properly
t~mme phased with tho learn wWorima t. so that a commoa set of electradce
can be used for all techwdt4y I*raday prolss ou to SEMM sWecraA.
So
4. 3. 9 Radio Propagation Experiment
IL A radio antenna is mounted on the anti-solar side of the spacecraft
near the ion thrusters. Its placement i© to provide a geometry in which
the path for radio waves propagated from the earth to the spacecraft passes
through the thrust bew--n in the region near the thrusters. Refraction and
absorptivity effects on propagating waves are expected in this region.
The antenna is mounted on a movable arm to vary its position relative to
ti_e ion beam.
4. 3. 10 Thermal C patrol Louvers
As pointed out previously, if it is desired to perform experiments
on the inbound phase of the asteroid mission it will be necessary to
incorporate thermal control louvers on the anti-solar side of the propulsion
module. These louvers are required to prevent propulsion module
temperatures from dropping below safe operating temperatures for critical
components such r.s the power conditioner and propellant storage tank.
4. 3. 11 Technology Propellant
Approximately 4.5 kilograms of propellant has been alotted for tho
performance of technology expeertineuts above and beyond the 22$ days of
propulsion. Roughly, 3. 5 kilogramu of this total is alloted for inbound
experiments and about 1 kilogram from vernier +brunt maneuvers on the
outbound navigation and guidance experiments.
4. 3.12 Magnetometer
The magnetometer is placed on a 2 -meter boom at the upper and
of the solar array pant! to provide a large saparation distance from the
thruster array. In this manner it is possible to completely avoid the
contaminant magnetic fields of the ion angines.
4. 3. 13 Plasma Probe
The pLsa§ma probe is located along the negative L aide, apprazirsately
3 meters from the thruster array. At this location the contarainAwt
usagnetic fields of the thruster should he low enough so Eat particle
rasasureinonts will not bo groosly inaccurate.
is
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Z4. 3. 14 Loop ArAenna and Balanced Dipole
ItThe loop antenna and balanced dipole are located on a boom about
8. 5 meters in length on the +X axis of the spacecraft. The great separa-
tion distance between thruster array and loop antenna should greatly
reduce electrostatic and electromagnetic contamination.
4. 3. 15 Auxiliary Electronics Box
An auxiliary electronics box is provided to mount the electronics for
all technology experiments to be performed on the SEMM spacecraft.
These boxes are located at the -X end of the solar face of the propulsion
module.
I f -,
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5. SPACECRAFT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS,
Ti IMPLICATIONS, AND APPROACH.
This section describes the spacecraft design requirements, their
design implications, and the approach used in reaching the final design
of the spacecraft, the electric propulsion module, and the solar array.
It also shows how the requirements of alternative missions affect the
design and the compromises necessary to obtain a design suitable for
multi-missions.
5.1 MAJOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The principal requirement of this study is that the spacecraft use
solar energy as a power source. The use of solar electric propulsion
provides the major break from conventional design practice. Sizing of
the propulsion capability involves a tradeoff between launch vehicle C3
and the remaining velocity increment supplied by the spacecraft, leading
to the maximum net payload consistent wi l d reasonable solar array cost
and size. For the asteroid mission the booster C 3 selected was 20 km 2/
sec 2 , with the spacecraft supplying the remaining velocity increment
required to achieve a C'3 of 56 km 2 /sec2 . For the Jupiter mission, this
mission analysis tradeoff resulted in the booster supplying 29 units of C3
and the spacecraft the remaining velocity increment to attain the total
re q uired C 3 of 80 km 2
 /sec 2 . The out-of-the-ecliptic mission require-
ments were the most demanding on the spacecraft in that the booster
supplies 21 units of C 3
 and the spacecraft supplies the large velocity
increment necessary for a total C 3 of 326 km 2 /sec 2 . Extremely high
energy is required to attain the 35 degrees out-of-the-ecliptic as can be
seen when one realizes that it takes 152 km 2 /sec 2 to escape our solar
system and the spacecraft is required to supply twice this amount of
energy for the out-of-the-ecliptic mission to 35 degrees.
Lightweight solar arrays are important because solar electric
energy is required. The arrays selected for study by the contract
included the Boeing foldout array at 21 kilograms per kilowatt and the
G. E. rollout array at 15 kilograms per kilowatt. As a point of com-
parison, the TRW foldout array at a specific weight of 12 kilograms per
kilowatt was also included.
/
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Another major requirement is that the communication system be
compatible with and make effective use of the DSIF. Hioh data rates and
large tape recorder capacity reduce the deep space net coverage require-
ments and its operating costs. Thus a data rate consistent with maximum
transmitter tube power (25 watts) and stowed antenna size limit (8 feet)
was chosen. The tape recorder capacity was made consistent with this
data rate and a single 10-hour DSN station communication period up to
tr e maximum communi c ation range.
The .6pacecraft was required to be capable of carrying a substantial
science i.nd technology payload to a 17,. 5 AU destination. This meant that
spacecraf; and shroud weights, structures, and subsystems had to be
minimized to provide a reasonable payload fraction. By careful selection
of the spacecraft operating point at a relatively low power level and high
launch vehicle C 3, a payload fraction of 24 percent was achieved for the
asteroid belt mission. Somewhat lower payload fractions were ob.ained
for the alternate missions.
A major design requirement was for the spacecraft to be able to
perform alternate missions with essentially no change of the basic con-
figuration. The alternate missions included an asteroid encounter, Jupiter
flyby, and out-of-the-ecliptic survey at 35 degree inclination.
5.2 IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS ON
SPACECRAFT  DESIGN
The use of electric propulsion to provide the velocity increment not
supplied by the launch vehicle requires an extended thrust period. Three-
axis stabilization is the most practical method of pointing the thrust vector
as required. A spin-stabilized configuration is conceivable, but it implies
either an inefficient use of solar arrays with time-varying solar il - imin-
ation or at despun thruster module which is overly complex and weight-
consuming.
In the three-axis stabilized configuration the thrust vector orientation
must be accurately cont-oiled to minimize undesired perturbation of space-
craft attitude, and to achieve the specified trajectory. During the thrust
phase the ion engines also perform the function of spacecraft attitude
control which can be implemented by using translation or gimbaling, or a
combination of both, for thrust vector control. Restriction of the trans-
lational degree of freedom to a single axis simplifies the design and was a
major design objective,
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The large power requirement of electric propulsion indicates the
It
need for large solar arrays. These large solar arrays, when pointing
toward the north and south ecliptic poles present a major blockage of a
conventional star (Canopus) tracker field of view. This limitation on the
star tracker field of view has a major impact either on spacecraft design
or on the design of the star tracker and the choice of the stars to be
tracked. The large solar arrays also have a major impact regarding the
dynamic interaction of the arrays and the attitude control system. It is
also important to consider the firing frequency of the attitude control sys-
tern and the natural frequency of the solar array. The large solar arrays
also present large surfaces which could result in large solar pressure
torque unbalances. Balanced center of pressure-center of gravity con-
figurations are therefore desired to minimize attitude control propellant
requirements.
Minimum DSN usage implies a large spacecraft antenna and a high-
powered spacecraft transmitter to increase downlink data rate. A large
downlink data rate is needed to maximize the bit capability attainable
during the allotted 10-hour transmitting period. It is the downlink capabil-
ity during the transmitting period of a single pass of the DSN antenna
beneath the spacecraft that determines the time attainable between required
transmission periods. With a large downlink capability and with reason-
able spacecraft accumulation bit rates, times in the order of a week or
more can be obtained. This procedure minimizes usage of the DSN in that
the spacecraft need not be in contact with the DSN except on this inter-
mittent basis.
Multi-mission capability implies a double-gimballed high-gain
antenna and a star tracker (or trackers) which is much more versatile
than the conventional Mariner Canopus type sensor. In fact, the star
tracker considerations so dominated the configuration that it was only by
a conceptual breakthrough that a simple, versatile multiple star tracker
solution was achieved. This technique is discussed in Section 5. 6.
A single-gimballed antenna is satisfactory for missions in the
ecliptic. However, for missions out-of-the-ecliptic, repointing is needed
about the additional gimbal, since the plane of inclination constantly
i
	
changes during the flight.
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5. 3 SPACECRAFT DESIGN APPROACH FOR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
to
	
	
A modular design approach is used for the equipment section and
the propulsion section to minimize assembly and test costs and also to
provide independent thermal control for each section. A total of about
30 square feet of unobstructed anti-solar area is required both for rnaxi-
mum heat rejection for the thruster PCU's and for the communication
TWT's and their power supplies. Also the use of an independent propulsion
module allows control of environment for the propulsion module during
nonoperating periods of the thruster so that a restart, which is a tech-
nology objective, can be accomplished some 1200 days into the mission.
The controlled environment requires that the propulsion module
temperature not be allowed to go below -55°C for the PCU's. For the
mercury propellant which freezes at -40°C, the minimum propellant
temperature would be -30°C. Another approach would be to allow the
mercury propellant to freeze and then melt it when the restart is imminent.
Freezing of mercury is allowable since mercury contracts on freezing.
The propellant tank is placed at the spacecraft center of gravity in
order to minimize c. g. shifts as the propellant is depleted. The tank and
its heavy propellant load are supported by a structure which transfers
loads directly to the spacecraft launch vehicle interface. This removes
concentrated loads from the spacecraft walls and minimizes overall
structural weight.
A magnetic field of less than 1 /10 gamma at the magnetometer is
desired for interplanetary magnetic field measurements. This is achieved
by:
The large spacecraft-magnetometer separation obtained by
mounting the magnetometer on a boom off the end of one of
the long solar array wings
• moderate attention to a magnetic cleanliness program similar
to that used on Pioneer A-E
• Arranging the thrusters so that the magnetic field of one is
always active bucking the field of another.
U
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The approach used to ensure that neutral beam particles do not
condense on the solar array or the science sensors is to provide a hemi-
spherical clearance around the thruster module. This reduces the arrival
rate of neutrals to auch low values that, even for the colder exposed sur-
faces, the Pvaporaticn rate exceeds the arriva, rate.
Since this is the first mission to be flown using electric propulsion,
an important objective is to obtain diagnostic data on the performance of
the propulsion module. The comprehensive technology data planned would
include determining changes in the ion beam during the mission, deter-
mining the effect of the beam on nearby :materials and coatings, and
ascertaining the effect of the ion engine on science sensors and on the
spacecraft subsystems.
5.4 SPACECRAFT DESIGN APPROACH FOR THE SOLAR ARRAY
The rollout array was selected because it is the lightest weight
state-of-the-art array allowed in the study contract. Weight tradeoffs
were made: based on installed weight and included factors such as array
area, aspect ratio, array bus, power distribution cables, and mechanical
T
mounting provisions.
It is fortunate that Use mission analyses results gave an array size
which could be met by two array wings, because larger power levels
probably would have required the use of four wings with an associated
reduction of deployment reliability and an increase in weight due to the
necessarily longer spacecraft body.
The inclusion of the micrometeoroid impact sensors on the back
of the array reduces the heat rejection rate of the array and results in an
increased array temperature. This increase in array temperature
reduces array power output and results in the need for additional array
area which is a weight penalty associated with the inclusion of large areas
of the pressure cell type of micrometeoroid impact sensors. The net
weigh; increase is, however, less than would be involved if separate
micrometeoroid sensor deployment were used. This is not the case if
the capacitance type (Pegasus) detector is proven satisfactory; however,
our discussions with Kinnard of NASA Langley ir_dicate that there are
still problems of false triggering associated with this type detector.
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Canting the solar array for maximum efficiency was also considered,
but it involves undes i.r.able attitude control system cro p s-coupling effects.
As an alternative approach, the array can be attached symmetrically to
the spacecraft body and the entire spacecraft can be canted with respect
to the sun line to achieve optimum pointing of the thrust vector at a slight
reduction of array power. Since the array cannot intrude in the star
tracker field of view, a 14-degree field of view clearance was provided.
Solar pressure torque was minimized by having a symmetrical space-
craft with the c. p. and c. g. coincident.
5.5 SPACECRAFT DESIGN APPROACH FOR ALTERNATE MISSIONS
A key objective was to ensure that the same spacecraft structure
and subsystems would be compatible with all missions. The spacecraft
must be compatible with the shroud and launch environment of the Atlas -
Centaur booster for the asteroid mission and the Titan IIIC booster for
the alternate missions.
Adequate space must also be provided by the baseline spacecraft
for the PCU's and thrusters needed for all missions. For the asteroid
i	 belt mission, two PCU's are required and three thrusters. These will
also do for the Jupiter mission. However, for the out-of-the-ecliptic
missions six thrusters are required to avoid exceeding the 10, 000-hour
thrusting time limitation. Reliability considerations also dictate the use
of three PCU's for this case.
Adequate space must also be provided aboard the spacecraft for the
larger propellant loads needed for the alternate missions. For the out-of-
ecliptic mission this involves providing a tank that can carry 318 kilograms
of mercury.
The approach on antenna pointing direction capability was to provide
the double-gimballed antenna so that it would be compatible with all of the
alternate missions.
The star tracker pointing direction must also be kept clear for all
missions. The star tracker pointing direction with respect to the spare-
craft varies through 90 degrees in nominal pointing direction when out-of-
the-ecliptic and in-the-ecliptic missions are: considered. In addition to
the 90 degree change in nominal pointing direction, the star tracker must
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also be capable of providing a very wide field of view to provide a reference
star which will stay within that field of view for both in-the-ecliptic and
out-of-the-ecliptic missions.
5.6 EFFECT OF SOLAR ARRAY AND STAR TRACKER ON SPACE-
CRAFT CONFIGURATION
The relationship of the Canopus line-of-sight to the spacecraft and
the effect of attaining an attitude control system reference using Canopus
is illustrated in Figure 5-1 for the asteroid belt mission. This figure
shows the sun, earth, and the relationship of spacecraft orientation to both
celestial references during the nominal asteroid mission. The spacecraft
illustrated by the figure uses two solar panels which are at right angles
to the paper. As shown, for a typical mid-winter launch, Canopus lies
directly on the anti-solar side of the spacecraft. As the spacecraft tra-
verses through the powered phase of the mission, Canopus rotates clock-
wise with respect to the spacecraft until it emerges on the solar side of
the spacecraft. As the spacecraft approaches aphelion, the reference
star Canopus is well in front of the spacecraft on the solar side.
SPACECRAFT
^	 I	 i
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	Figure 5-1.	 Relationship of Canopus to the Spacecraft
G
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As can be seen from Figure 5-1, if Canopus is used as the attitude
control system reference star, the spacecraft design must provide an
unobstructed view of the star over the enti-- -- 360 degrees travel. Thus a
large solar array protruding directly downward toward the southern pole
of the ecliptic plane presents a major obstruction to the necessary clear
field of view.
Figure 5-2 illustrates two panel spacecraft configuration approaches
for maintaining the lock on Canopus. Both configurations which incorpo-
rate hig':-ily canted solar panels exhibit large solar pressure torque unbal-
ances. The large solar pressure torque unbalance is caused by the center
of pressure of the array area being displaced from the center of gravity
by a large moment arm.
The symmetrical configuration with the arrays in line with the
spacecraft body- eliminates the solar pressure torque unbalance problem
but requires some extra solar array panel area in order to provide a
clear field of view for Canopus over its entire track. As shown by Fig-
ure 5-2, with the star tracker behind the solar panels as shown in the
in-line configuration, only a 10-degree field of view clearance was
1
10°
^y
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PRESSURE
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0 Figure 5-2. Two Panel Spacecraft Configuration Approaches forMaintaining Lock on Canopus
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utilized. In the canted solar :Array configurations, a 30-degree field of
to	
view clearance was needed because the star tracker was on the sunlit side
of the spacecraft.
All the configurations provide a clear field of view of Canopus for
its entire track and would be satisfactory from a reference star stand-
point for -n in-the-ecliptic mission spacecraft. However, none of the
configurations shown would be acceptable to provide a multi-mission
capabili ty. For an out-cf.-the-ecliptic mission, the star tracker as placed
for the in-the-ecliptic miss.:)n would be looking along the plane of the
ecliptic where stars do not appear to travel in small circles with respect
to the spacecraft but essentially travel in large circles and pass through
the field of view in almost a straight line. It would not be possible fo- the
field of view shown to contain a bright reference star throughout the mis-
sion. The star trackers could be relocated aboard the spacecraft for the
out-of-ecliptic mission, but the fields of view again would still not be
adequate for a multi-mission spacecraft.
Figure 5-3 shows some multi-panel spacecraft configuration
approaches for maintaining a lock on Canopus. The field of view clear-
ances utilized in these configurations is 30 degrees since the star tracker
is on tl'a sunlit side of the spacecraft. The cruciform configuration has
the lowest deploymer_: reliability because it mus, successfully deploy four
solar aerays while other spacecraft configurations require the deployment
of three or two arrays. The cruciform configuration is also rather diffi-
cult to fit into a shroud although with ingenious design it can be
accomplished.
The only advantages of the multi-panel configurations are that the
paddle lengths are shorter than for the two-paddle configuration and there-
fore would result in a higher natural frequency. However, a two-paddle
array can be designed with a large separation in solar array natural
frequency and attitude control thruster firing frequency so this is not a
major influence. Also, the aspect ratio of these configurations is not
close to optimum and tl^erefore they do not represent a minimum weight
design. These multi-panel configurations also exhibit the same lack of
multi-mission capability associated with the two-paddle configurations
that utilized Canopus sensors for attaining attitude control reference.
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Figure 5-3. Multi-panel Spacecraft Configuration Approaches
for Maintaining Lock on Canopus
Again the fields of vies: , are too small to be utilized for a truly
multi -mission spacecraft.
After looking at many configurations involving two paddles and
multi-panels in an attempt to design a spacecraft around a Canopus star
tracker or similar fixed star trackers, it became apparent that we were
designing a spacecraft around a star tracker when in reality a better
design approach would be to design the simplest spacecraft possible, and
then design a star tracker that would be compatible with this spacecraft.
Figure 5-4 shows the results of just such an approach. The figure s"ows
a simple spacecraft with two solar arrays and a rectangular spacecraft
body with a star tracker mounted on a post on the anti-solar side of the
spacecraft. The selected star tracker is the same as that used in the
Mariner '69 spacecraft. However, it can be rotated back and forth through
a 100-degree clock angle. As shown in the figure, the scannable field of
view is 4 x "_'5 degrees. The instantaneous field of view is much smaller,
being ]. 05 x 11 degrees. The Mariner 1 69 star tracker uses an image
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Figure 5-4. Implementation of a Multiple Star Sensor on the Spacecraft
dissector tribe and can track stars with brightness in the range of 0. 04 to
three times that of Canopus (+2. 6 to -2. 1 magnitude). Stepwise electronic
gimballing in the nonsensitive direction allows tracking stars over the
range of cone angles of t17. 9 about the tracker nominal axis for a total
angle variation of 35 degrees as shown in Figure 5-4. Electronic dither of
the instantaneous field of view across the 4-degree extremes provider the
modulation necessary for accurately locating the star.
This new approach was taken to provide a truly multi-mission
spacecraft attitude reference capability. This approach uses the Mariner
'69 star tracker in such a way that it can track bright stars for in- and
out-of-the ecliptic missions. Witn the relatively small scannable field of
view of only 4 x 35 degrees, the field of view light shades are still of
re?.sonable size.
Figure 5-4 illustrates three positions, A, B, and C, of the scanned
field of view of the tracker. For a particular time during the in-the-
ecliptic mission, three bright stars can be seen at the instant of time
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180° (ANTI-SOLAR)
shown: Achernar at position A, Canopus at position B, and Sirius at
position C. Any one of these stars can be used at the time illustrated for
attitude reference with the rotatable star tracker. The important thing
is to ensure that a bright star is in the field of view at any time during
the mission. Figure 5-5 illustrates how this is accomplished.
To understand this stereographic projection, imagine yourself
s*anding on top of the spacecraft with your ,)ack against the anti-solar
side of the solar array looking down into the southern hemisphere of the
ecliptic. The total field of view of the mechanically rotatable Mariner '69
star tracker is heavily outlined as shown in the figure. The circular paths
of the stars are illustrated and their relationship of one to the other
defined. As can be seen, Canopus is just entering the star tracker field
of view while Achernar is just leaving. Sirius is well within the field of
view, while Alpha Centauri is outside the field of view. If Canopus is
tracked as it leaves the field of view, Sirius will still be in the field of
view and car take over and be the reference star. At this time Alpha
Centauri is just entering the field of view. When Sirius leaves the field
IC
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CLOCK ANG
90`
0	 Figure 5-5. Star Map of Multiple Stars Using Stereographic Projection
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of view, Alpha Centauri will be well inside. In this manner a bright star
remains inside the field of view throughout the mission.
Figure 5-6 illustrates what the star map and field of view relation-
ship will be during the trajectory for the asteroid belt mission. For a
mid-winter launch at zero degree range angle, Canopus is well inside the
field of view. Tracking on Canopus will take place for 52 degrees of range
angle. Sirius will then become a reference star and will be tracked for
15 degrees to a range angle of 68 degrees. Alpha Centauri will then take
over for the rest of the mission. Achernar will only be needed beyond
216 degrees of range angle.
At aphelion the spacecraft is rotated 30 degrees, as illustrated, to
provide a better impact angle for the micrometeoroid impact sensors. As
illustrated by the figure, Alpha Centauri remains well inside the tracker
field of view during this maneuver.
The field of view required for operation in the out-of-ecliptic mis-
sion is ±7O or 140 degrees in clock angle and 35 degrees in cone angle.
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Figure 5-6. Use of Multiple Stars for Navigation During the Asteroid
Belt Mission
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The centerline of the field of view in the cone angle direction is canted
outward from the spacecraft plane 20 degrees instead of the 10 degrees
used in the in-the-ecliptic mission. This change in the nominal pointing
angle of the star tracker would involve a simple reorientation accomplished
prior to the mission. At launch the out-of-the-ecliptic inclination of the
spacecraft would be 10 degrees. This 10 degrees is supplied by the
booster. The attitude control reference stars when the orbit inclination
is 10 degrees at launch are Fomalhaut, Rigel, and Sirius. These stars
are seen in the southern hemisphere. For the northern hemisphere,
Arcturus and Vega are within the field of view of the star tracker. When
the orbit inclination reaches 35 degrees the stars in the field of view are
Fomalhaut, Diphda, Rigel, Sirius, , I dhara, and Canopus. For the north-
ern hemisphere at 35 degree inclination, Regulus, Arcturus, and Vega
provide the references.
11,
t.
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6. SELECTED SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION
The solar electric multi-mission spacecraft external configuration
for the asteroid mission is shown in Figure 6-1 in three views. The left-
hand view shows the rollout array partially deployed and the high-gain
antenna before deployment. The indicated cant of 5 degrees of the array
toward the sun line is used to compensate for thermal distortion of the
array booms. The micrometeoroid impact sensors are shown in their
stacked, partially deployed position at the back of the solar array. The
star tracker with its 35-degree field of view is shown on its mounting post
on the anti-solar side of the spacecraft. The tracker is tilted 27-1/2
degrees for star acquisition, with a 14-degree clearance for the field of
view provided to eliminate any possihili. r of glint from the solar array.
The view at the bottom of Figure 6-1 shows the spacecraft as seen
from the top. The high-gain antenna is shown in the deployed position
with its two-axis gimbal drive. The two booms for mounting the two low-
gain antennas and for mounting the attitude control thrusters for pitch and
yaw are shown. The plasma probe is shown directly below the boom on
the sunlit side. Just to the left of the plasma probe are shown two groups
of sun sensors, one looking directly along the roll axis of the spacecraft
and the other canted 20 degrees to the roll axis. The canted sun sensors
are used to provide a micrometeoroid detector orientation near aphelion
which ensures more impacts since the micrometeoroid flux is essentially
tangent to the spacecraft velocity vector near aphelion and hence, in the
normal orientation, tangent to the detectors.
The high-resolution TV and the micrometeoroid photo sensor are
also shown looking in the anti-solar direction so that they can see the
reflected sunlight from the particles. In addition there is a thin shield,
which is not shown, in front of the micrometeoroid photo sensor to shield
it from glint from the spacecraft. On the thruster end of the spacecraft
the beam sampling probe of the technology payload is shown which con-
sists of Langmuir, Farraday, and emissive probes. These probes tra-
verse the ion beam periodically to sample the beam. Also shown is the
surface thermal properties experiment used to determine the effect of the
ion beam on materials and surfaces.
r
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The main view in Figure 6-1 shows the anti-solar side of the
spacecraft. On this side are louvers for the PCU's and for the TWT and
s
its power supply which is directly underneath the micrometeoroid photo
sensor. The star tracker is also shown mounted on the spacecraft body
on the anti-solar side and its ±50 degrees of clock angle is illustrated.
Mounted on the end of the spacecraft a:,Ld flush with the anti-solar side of
the spacecraft is the micrometeoroid velocity and momentum sensor. Two
electric field meters are seen in this view, one on the thruster end of the
►
	 spacecraft and one on the opposite end jutting out at an angle on a some-
what longer boom.
This view also shows the anti-solar side of the solar array on which
the micrometeoroid impact sensors are mounted. The alternate arrange-
ment of sensors and solar array with venetian-blind type strips between
them for spacers can be seen in this view. Also in this view are the solar
array launch restraint locks. They are shown at the end of the solar
array rollers next to the spacecraft in both the locked position (dotted) and
in t'-- retract —i position ( solid line). These restraints support the canti-
levered solar array rollers during the launch environment. Launch
restraint locks are also included in the design for the thruster translation
platform.
At the tips of the array are shown the helium magnetometer and the
cosmic ray telescope, mounted on booms. An additional cosmic ray tele-
scope on a similar boom is mounted at the bottom of the opposite array
not shown in this view. The solar arrays shown are standard GE solar
arrays extended 4 meters to increase their power level from 5 to 6. 4 kilo-
watts. This extension has been discussed with GE and appears to present
no problem. At the right-hand side of this figure is a 4-1/4 meter boom,
similar to the one used to extend the solar array, which supports a space
particle extractor, electric wave detector, and ac magnetometer. This
boom length will be reduced by one-half by placing the space particle
extractor on a small boom on the solar array.
The selected solar electric multi-mission spacecraft internal config-
uration is shown in Figure 6-2. Section AA, which is the anti-solar side
of the spacecraft, shows the thermal louvers on top of the thruster power
conditioner. The space between the two power conditioners, used for the
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asteroid mission, would house the third power conditioner for the
out-of-the-ecliptic mission. The thermal bulkhead between the propulsion
module and the equipment module is shown. In the equipment module,
this view shows the TWT's, their power supplies, the receivers, invert-
ers, batteries, digital telemetry unit, and the battery charger.
Section BB shows how the loads from the dense propellant is
transmitted directly to the separation interface between the spacecraft and
the launch vehicle during launch. This arrangement minimizes weight and
simplifies spacecraft structure. The cavity for housing the high-gain
antenna feed can also be seen in this view. View FF shows a view of the
spacecraft from the side opposite the thrusters. Power source iogic,
central computer and sequencer, buck boost regulator, main inverter,
and power source logic as well as the attitude control electronics are
mounted to the walls with louvers needed for the high heat rejection rate
components used to radiate away unwanted heat.
Figure 6-3 shows the solar electric multi-mission spacecraft inter-
nal configuration as viewed from the sun-illuminated side of the space-
craft. The propulsion module and the equipment module are shown in
Section CC. In the equipment module are shown exciters, tape recorder
electronics, command decoder, command distribution unit, tape record-
ers, antenna drive electronics, and the buffer storage unit. In the pro-
pulsion module are seen the electronics needed for the propulsion system
as well as the rate gyro assembly. The three-axis accelerometer pack-
age is shown mourted just below the propellant tank where they are as
close to the c. g. of the spacecraft as possible. The high-gain antenna
feed stowage cavity is also shown. The failure detection system indicated
in the propulsion module will be eliminated and handled by the central
computer and sequencer. The two nitrogen tanks for the attitude control
system are shown in the top of Section DD with their fill valve. A thermal
insulation blanket se parates the propulsion module from the equipment
module.
The spacecraft is shown in its launch configuration on the Atlas-
Centaur launch vehicle in Figure 6-4. As can be seen, there is ample
clearance around the entire spacecraft. During launch, the antenna is
shown caged b y its feed. The new adapter between the spacecraft and the
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launch vehicle is shown and provides ample flyout room during separation.
The separation nuts and springs are the same types that have been used on
previous programs. This configuration requires a 90-inch fairing exten-
sion of the normal Surveyor shroud, and this shroud penalty has been con-
sidered in all weight summaries used during the study.
The weight assumptions used for the solar electric multimission
spacecraft are shown in Table 6- 1. The solar array specific weight of
15 kilograms per kilowatt and the solar array radiation damage of 15 per-
cent were specified in the contract statement of work. Weight of the
thruster and feed system of 6 kilograms per kilowatt and thruster effi-
ciency of 70 percent were specified in the study plan as were the 5. 5 kilo-
grams per kilowatt for the thruster weight and the PCU efficiency of 88
percent. The 11 percent degradation of the solar array is based on a
60-degree temperature rise caused by the impact sensors attached to the
back of the array. The one percent micrometeoroid damage comes from
a JPL report and aFpears to be conservative by about a factor of four. A
3-1/2 percent bus and cable losses are based on use of a slightly larger
array than that of the standard GE 5 kilowatt array. Also, JPL has
requested that the solar array voltage be at 40 volts, while the GE array
is presently designed for 130 volts, which results in some efficiency
losses.
Using the assumptions illustrated in Table 6-1, the spacecraft
weight for the asteroid mission comes out to be 580. 6 kilograms as
illustrated in Table 6-2. Table 6-2 presents a summary weight break-
down for the asteroid mission for the solar electric multi-mission
spacecraft subsystem by subsystem. The 121. 7 kilograms shown as
the weight of the power subsystem includes 85. 5 kilograms for the solar
array. An additional 10. 5 kilograms, or 11 percent, of solar array
weight is charged to the science payload because this is needed to offset
the array performance degradation which is caused by micrometeoroid
impact detectors mounted on the rear surface. The propellant weight
of 71. 4 kilograms for the asteroid mission includes 5. 5 kilograms for
nonoptimum thrust vector direction. In the science payload weight of
113. 2 kilograms is 62 kilograms for the micrometeoroid impact sensors.
The 23. 7 kilograms of technology payload include 4. 5 kilograms of
propellant for efficiency would save 0. 85 k%v of solar array power, or
74	 1
r
	 Table 6-1 Weight Assumptions
I^
Solar array
Solar array radiation
damage
Thruster and feed
Power conditioning
Secondary structure
Attaching parts
Degradation of solar array
by impact sensors
Micrometeoroid damage
Bus and cable losses
15 kg/kw
15 percent
6 kg/kw and thruster
efficiency of 70 percent
s. 5 kg/kw at 2. 25 kw and
efficiency of 88 percent
15 percent of basic
structure
10 percent of basic
structure
11 percent
1 percent
3.5 percent
restarting the electric propulsion subsystem after a long soak in space
and 3. 5 kilograms of louvers which are needed for this experiment.
The 136. 9 kilograms of net science and technology payload (23. 6
percent of injected gross spacecraft weight) represents a remarkably
high payload fraction which can only be achieved through the use of high
injection_ energy C 3' The shroud penalty of 13. 9 kilogi ams reflects the
J
90-inch cylindrical extension of the nominal Surveyor shroud as pre-
viously discussed, at an exchange ratio of 15:1. This weight breakdown is
based on the Atlas-Centaur gross injection capability of 601 kg which
corresponds to a C 3 of 20 km 2 /see 2 selected for the mission.
Even though the net payload capacity of the baseline spacecraft is
fully ade . ate for the asteroid mission it could be increased still further
by projet-..:d technology improvements that are listed in, Table 6-3. These
weijzht increaser are ba,ee on rough estimates of state-of-the-art improve-
ments to be realized in the next five years. In some instances the estimates
are conservative and do not reflect secondary weight improvements deri..ed
from a technology advancement. For example, the improved thruster
75
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13 lcg of solar array weight. The losses associated with the solar array
would then also be reduced, which in turn would reflect in additional
payload gain.
The projected PCU efficiency of 93 percent is based on present
demonstrated efficiencies of PCU's of the silicon-controlled rectifier type.
The 80 percent predicted future efficiency of thrusters, is based on an AIAA
paper of October 1969 by J. Lazar on Future Electrical Propulsion. The
estimated increase in booster performance from 85 to 100 percent is
based on performance improvements currently predicted by the man-
facturers. Effective solar array radiation damage is reduced from the
fixed value of 15 percent assumed in the study to 5 percent assuming that
solar array degradation takes place gradually rather than instantaneously.
If all of these savings can be realized, the payload would be increased by
70. 6 kg or 52 percent, and the payload fraction from 23. 6 to 35. 7 percent.
r,
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7. PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The primary function of the electric propulsion subsystem is to
impart the necessary energy and resultant momentum to the spacecraft
to reach the mission destination. As a secondary objective the electric
propulsion subsystem must be designed to provide spacecraft attitude
control during all propulsive phases of the mission. For the selected
baseline spacecraft all key components of the electric propulsion sub-
system are assembled into a single propulsion module, In this manner
it is possible to assemble and test the propulsion module independently
of the spacecraft, thereby making it possible to reduce program costs
and schedule problems that can result from the unique operating and
integration problems associated with an electric propulsion system. A
conceptual drawing of the baseline propulsion module is presented in
Figure 7- 1.
7.1 REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
In establishing the design of the baseline propulsion module, a com-
prehensive system analysis was performed. This analysis and its results
are presented in Sections 8. Z. 4 and 5.1 of Volume IA. In performing
this analysis the key guidelines used were:
•	 State-of-the-art technology shall be utilized wherever
possible
•	 The propulsion module shall be compatible with the
science payload and other spacecraft subsystems
during operative and standby periods
•	 The propulsion module design shall incorporate
provisions for thrust vector control
•	 The propulsion module design shall incorporate a
minimum number of system elements
•	 The propulsion module shall use common components
for all missions of interest (exception is made to
accommodate larger propellant storage tanks and
translator platforms required for alternate missions)
•	 The propulsion module design shall be compatible
with all three mission power profiles
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•	 The propulsion module design shall permit a two-year
inoperative period and be restartable
•	 The propulsion module design shall be compatible with
the navigation and guidance requirements for a
targeted mission
•	 The propulsion module reliability goal should be
0. 95 for 230 days with sufficient redundancy added
to accommodate longer missions
•	 The maximum thruster throttling ratio to ue con-
sidered shall be 3:1
•	 The propulsion module shall incorporate a thruster
module with a 3200-second specific impulse
•	 The failure rate of the thruster modules shall be
treated as an independent parameter
•	 The propulsion module design shall represent the
minimum weight system compatible with all re-
quirements and constraints.
7.2 BASELINE SPACECRAFT DESIGN
I4.. Shown in Figure 7-1 is an isometric drawing of the selected baselinepropulsion module. The propulsion module has overall dimensions of
1.6 x 1. 5 x 0.75 meters. It is designed to operate for 230 days with a
reliability goal of 0.95. In establishing the design of this module adequate
allowance was made for the performance of alternate missions such as
the Jupiter flyby or out- of -the- ecliptic. In transforming the propulsion
module to acceptable configurations for such missions the only changes
required are the addition of spare thruster and power conditioning units
required to achieve 0. 95 reliability for either mission.
Summarized in Table 7-1 is an equipment list of the key components
that make up the propulsion module. A detailed discussion of the basis for
selection of these components along with typical operating characteristics
is presented in Section 5. 1.2 of Volume IA. A brief description of these
components as they relate to the asteroid belt propulsion module configu-
ration is presented below.
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7. 2. 1 Thruster Array
CA
	
	 Three discharge cathode type mercury bombardment ion thrusters,
rated for a power input peak of 2.25 kw and a specific impulse of
3200 seconds, make up the thruster array. These engines represent
scaled-up versions of the SERT 11 ion thruster. At the start of the
mission, when peak solar array power is available, two thrusters
operating at an input peak of 2 kw each are utilized to propel the space-
craft. The spare thruster is maintained in a standby redundancy mode
to provide adequate propulsion modular reliability. After 123 days when
the available power for propulsion has dropped to 2. 25 kw, one of the two
operating thrusters is shut down and a second (spare) becomes available.
At the present time there are no clear established values of maximum
thruster burn time or projected failure rates available. As a result, in
performing the propulsion system analysis it was necessary to treat the
thruster failure rate as an independent variable. For the selected base-
line configuration of two initially active thrusters and one spare, the
result of the propulsion system analysis indicates that it will be neces-
sary to demonstrate that the SEMM thrusters are capable of operating
with a maximum failure rate of 25,000 x 10 -9
 failures per hour if a relia-
bility goal of 0. 95 is to be achieved for the asteroid mission.
7.2.2 Power Conditioner
Two power conditioners mounted on the anti-solar side of the pro-
pulsion module are used to convert the unregulated solar array input
power into 12 different regulated output voltages required to operate each
thruster. A modular transistorized inverter circuit was selected for the
baseline spacecraft design. This unit was selected since it is considered
to be the only circuit available at the present time that can be considered
as state of the art. As specified by the contract, the performance char-
acteristics of this device were 88 percent efficiency at a specific weight
of 5.5 kg/kw. This device operates at a nominal input voltage range of
from 40 to 80 volts, which is compatible with the output characteristics
of the SEMM solar array. An alternate power conditioning approach,
series inverter SCR circuit, was also considered for application on the
baseline spacecraft. This circuit appears to have performance charac-
teristics superior to that of the selected system. For example, it is
Ifi_
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projected that this device will operate with an efficiency of from, 92 to
IF
	
percent and have a specific weight of -ibout 4 to 5 kg /kw. In addition,
as can be clearly seen from Figure 7-2, the series inverter SCR power
conditioner which is capable of operating at higher input voltages than
10	 100
RIPPLE CURRENT WA)
Figure 7-2. Input Filter Weight as a Function of Suppression
Level of Reflected Ripple Curves
the transistorized power supply, has a much lower input filter weight.
However, it was not possible to incorporate this approach within the
baseline SEMiv1 spacecraft design since it is currently undergoing pre-
liminary development. It is expected that detailed demonstrated per-
formance characteristics of the series inverter will be available within
the next yeas . 'Perhaps at that time a reevaluation of selected power
conditioning approaches can be made.
During the first 123 days of the asteroid mission both power con-
ditioning units are operative. After 123 days one of the power conditioning
units is shut down since there is only one operative thruster beyond this
84
point. Although no standby power conditioning unit is available until
123 days into the inission, adequate power system reliability is ensured
by building internal redundancy into key circuits of each power con-
ditioning unit.
7 .2. 3 Thrust Vector Control
Thrust vector control during propulsive phases is provided pri-
marily to negate perturbed torques on the spacecraft. These torques
arise from shifts in the center of mass, front thrust vector misalign-
ment errors, from discrete changes in thrust vector position upon
switching thrusters on or off, from unbalanced solar pressure torques,
and from unbalanced magnetic torques.
For the selected system thrust vector control is provided by trans-
lating the thruster array in the + and -Z direction (anti-solar and solar)
and gimballing each thruster about th -a Z axis +10 degrees.
A variety of potential translational and gimballing systems were
evaluated during the course of the study. Briefly, it was found that
two different systems appear to be capable of performing the thrust
vecto~ control functions. In the first system, as illustrated in Figure 7- 1,
translation is accomplished by a ball screw drive system which utilizes
a rotary stepper motor actuator. Gimballing is accomplished by mounting
each thruster on a flexure pivot and moving the thrusters with a linear
stepper motor actuator. In the other approach currently under investi-
gation at JPL, translation is accomplished by a drum and bell drive sys-
tem and gimballing accomplished by mounting the thruster on .rotary
hearings and using a rotary stepper motor actuator. Both syste ns have
a number of advantages and disadvantages. In the absence of adequate
performance information it is not clear at the present time which a p
-proach should be ultimately selected. In addition, as noted in Section
5. 1.2. 3 of Volume IA, there are a number of advanced electrostatic
thrust vectoring techniques currently under development. Perhaps
within the next year or so, when more information is available on all
these systems, a final decision can be made regarding the detailed
thrust vector control mechanization. For the purposes of this study,
the system illustrated in Figure 7- 1 was utilized.
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7.2.4 Switching Network
^.
	
	 The baseline spacecraft design incorpo:ates a switching network
that is used to connect any operative thruster to any given power con-
ditioning unit. Detailed system analysis as presented in Section 8.2.4
of Volume IA has indicated that utilization of such a device will permit
high reliability operation of the propulsion module where there are fewer
power conditioning units than thrusters. An assessment of realistic
reliability goals for a switching network was made in light of state-of-
the-art technology and it was concluded that it appears that the develop-
ment of such a unit is feasible.
In the case of the asteroid and Jupiter flyby missions, utilization
of a switching network to connect two power conditioning units to the
three required thrusters results in about the same overall propulsion
module reliability as the more conventional approach where three power
conditioning units are directly wired to each of the thrusters. As a
result, if any unforeseen problerns occur during the development of the
switching networks it will be possible to perform both these missions
utilizing direct wiring of power conditioners to thrusters. However, a
weight penalty of about 12. 3 kg would be incurred due to the addition. of
a third power conditioner. Since the payload capacity of the asteroid
probe is about 140 kg, such a weight penalty is probably permissible.
The out- of -the- ecliptic mission is not so forgiving. As discussed
in Section 8.2.4 of Volume IA, if switching networks are not utilized the
payload can be reduced by as much as 50 percent_. For utilization of
switching networks to he feasible, it is necessary that all switching
operations be performed after the power conditioning and thrusters
have been turned off. This requirement places no undue burden on the
propulsion module since a multi-mission spacecraft must be designed
for multiple restarts and shutdowns in space.
7.2.5 Propellant Storage and Feed
The propellant stor y =e and feed system provides a constant and
regulated flow of mercuty propellant to the thruster modules throughout
the propulsive phases of the mission. A single blowdown propellant
storage tank, similar to that utilized on the SERT II system, is located
86
at the center of mass of the spacecraft and stores all liquid mercury
t
	 propellant for the duration of the mission. The common propellant
storage tank is maintained at spacecraft potential. A standard set of
three porous tungsten vaporizers, again similar to those used on the
SERT LI thrusters, is used to supply vaporized propellant to the cathode,
manifold, and neutralizer of each thruster. Vapor-phase high voltage
isolators are placed on the propellant feed line between the thruster and
each of the propellant vaporizers. Utilization of these devices permits
operation of the propellant storage tank at spacecraft potential while
operating thrusters are at 1350 volts and the standby and/or failed
thrusters are at spacecraft potential.
A flexible propellant feed line is provided to supply liquid mercury
propellant to the manifold on the movable thruster translation platform.
This is accomplished by utilizing a coiled tubing as shown in Figure 7-1.
Preliminary calculations have indicated that for movements on the order
of +0. 5 meter such a flexible feed line can be built with spring forces of
less than 5 Newtons. In a similar manner it should be noted that flexible
power lines are also required for connecting the switching network with
the electric thrusters.
7.2.6 Failure Detection
Failure sensing and identification functions are performed by the
spacecraft central computer and sequencer. It is the primary function
of this device to detect failures of any of the key components. On
detecting a failure, the CC&S will isolate the malfunction and provide
the proper sequence of commands to switch out the failed component,
switch in a standby component, and restart the propulsion system auto-
matically. Such operation is necessary since due to communication
times real-time control of the spacecraft is not practical.
7.3 MULTI-MISSION CONSIDERATIONS
To adapt the baseline propulsion module for operation on the
Jupiter mission, the only change required is the installation of a larger
propellant storage tank. Achievement of the propulsion module relia-
bility goal of 0. 95 is feasible utilizing the same propulsion module as
the asteroid belt mission. The out- of -the- ecliptic mission is however
87
very demanding on the propulsion system due to the extremely long pro-
pulsion tune required. As a result, it was found that it is necessary to
carry four redundant thrusters and one redundant power conditioning unit
to achieve the reliability goal of 0.95. As discussed in the propulsion
system analysis, Section 8.2.4 of Volume IA, this design is based on a
maximum thruster burn time of 7000 hours. An analysis of an optimum
propulsion module configuration using a maximum thruster burn time of
14,000 hours was also performed. This design required only two re-
dundant thrusters; however, it was rejected since the contract specifies
that 10,000 hours be the maximum thruster operating time. It is also
our conclusion that operation with thruster burn times of 14,000 hours
would lead to excessive program development cost and scheduling prob-
lems. A summary of the propulsion module characteristics for the
missions of interest is presented in Table 't-2.
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8. SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS
The following sections present some highlights of the spacecraft:
subsystems. Details are given in the Technical Volume.
8. 1 POWER SUBSYSTEM
The solar array alternatives considered for the power subsystem
are shown in Figure 8- 1. They include the Boeing foldout array, with a
specific weight of 21 kilograms per kilowatt, which consists of hinged
panels which unfold during deployment, and the General Electric rollout
at 15 kilograms per kilowatt which deploys like a window shade. The
solar array panel for the General Electric rollout is stored on a drum and is
deployed by a two-layer de Havilland type boom. Also included, but not
specified as a candidate by JPL, was the TRW foldout at 12 kilograms per
kilowatt. This array unfolds like an accordion. The solar cells are 6 mil
silicon cells with 3 mil cover glasF and are 2 x 2 centimeters for all three
cases.
BOEING FOLDOUT	 21 KG/KW
GE ROLLOUT	 15 KG/KW
TRW FOLDOUT	 12 KG/KW
(NOT SPECIFIED A:i A CANDIDATE BY JPL)
El --j-1 JI
Figure 8- 1. Solar Array Alternatives
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Table 8-1 illustrates the installation weight comparison between
the Boeing foldout and the General Electric rollout arrays. Solar cell
failure rates of 10 -9 failure per hour were assumed, which results in a
power loss of 0. 6 percent. The change in bus and array weight versus
bus cross-sectional area is a tradeoff between bus weight and bus power
losses. At the optimum point for each array, weight penalties of 7. 4 and
9. 2 kilograms, as shown in the table, result. A similar tradeoff exists
for cable cross-sectional area, with results as shown.
Table 8- 1. Boeing Foldout versus General Electric Rollout
Installation Weight Comparison
	
Rollout	 Foldout
(kg)	 (kg)
Basic 7 kilowatt array	 105	 147
Solar cell failure	 0. 66	 0. 83
Minimum change in bus and array weight	 7. 40	 9. 20
versus bus C. S. A.
Minimum change in cabling and array	 2. Z'5	 3. 50
weight versus cab1A C. S. A.
Thermal distortion (boom bending) 	 1.65	 --
	
116.96
	 160. 53
AW - 43.5;
Another weight penalty of 1.65 kilograms results from thermal bending
of the boom used for the rollout solar array. The General Electric rollout
array was selected since it is <<3. 57 kilograms lighter than the Boeing one
for a 7 kilowatt source, or 40 kilograms for the selected nominal power
level of 6.4 kilowatt.
Table 8-2 provides a po ,)ver breakdown for the selected G. E. rollout
array. 3. 97 kilowatts is required as an input to the thrusters to provide the
acceleration levels prescribed by mission analysis of 3 x 10 -5 g's. Adding
a 12 percent loss due to the 88 percent efficiency of the PCU's results in
an input power to the PCU's of 4. 5 kilowatts. Adding the 124 watts for
housekeeping and then the other losses gives results as shown.
We note that the weight advantage of them roll-up array is much more sig-
nificant in the Jupiter and out-of-ecliptic r,i • ou, than in the asteroid probe.
The multi-mission requirement thus 	 -c^s the
	 -tion
C,
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Table 8-2.	 Power Breakdown for Selected Array
Power Losses
Level
(kW) Type Amount Remarks
6.42 Gross power level At output of blocking diodes
5.72 Impact sensor 11 % Payload allocated loss
4.86 Radiation 15 % As specified by contract
4.81 Micrometeoroids 1 % Very conservative
4.65 Cabling and bus 3. 5 % Reflects use of larger G. E. 	 array
loss for our use (increase from nominal
5 kw to 6. 4 kw in the SEMM design)
4.506 Housekeeping' ' 144 W Power to PCU's
3.97 PCU efficiency 12 % Power to thrusters
e gross power level (6.42 kw) does not reflect a power loss of 160
watts resulting from the use of blocking diodes. The installed gross solar
array power is therefore 2. 5 percent higher than the quoted nominal level
of 6.42 kw.
*,*Housekeeping power includes power for technology experiments, con-
tinuously operating during thrust phase, but excludes the intermittently
operating science experiments (see explanation below).
The 3. 5 percent cabling and bus loss reflects the use of a solar
array sized for 6.4 kilowatts and operating at 40 volts rather than nominal
General Electric array output of 5 Kilowatts and 103 volts.
The contract specified that a 15 percent radiation damage should be
assumed which occurs instantaneously after launch. An 11 percent loss
results from the placement of the micrometeoroid impact sensors on the
rear of the solar array which increases the array temperature at 1 AU by
60 degrees F (see below).
cr
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A general cor* n—ic-tit regarding the question of adequacy of the selected
6. 4 kilowatt gross power level is in order, in view of the very tight power
budget summarizea above. This power budget does not reflect an allowance
for science payload operations and communications during the thrust phase.
The underlying assumption was to provide the required power at most 105
wa,:ts by a small reduction of thruster power during infrequent space science
sarnplings and telemetry periods. The resulting minor departure from the
r
	
	 nominal trajectory was ignored in the mission analysis. More detailed
study of the effect on mission complexity is required. A small increase in
gross solar array power to 6. 6 or 6. 8 kw, at a payload weight penalty of
less than 6 kilograms, would be the alternative.
The final 6. 4 kilowatt array is a standard 2. 5 meter v.-ide General
Electric rollout array with a total length of 14 meters. The dynamic
interaction of the solar array with the attitude control system depends,
to a first order, on the ratio of the lowest array bending mode frequency
(	
to the attitude control firing frequency.
`
	
	 Figure 8-2 presents these data. The natural frequency of the lowest
bending mode of the General Electric rollout array is 0. 012 cycle per
second and the attitude control system firing rate is 0. 001 firing per
second. There is, therefore, one order of magnitude separation between
the two frequencies, which provides sufficient margin to preclude any
likely interaction between the attitude control system and the solar array.
In torsion tLe separation is somewhat larger.
An additional increase in the natural frequency of the lowest bending
mode can be obtained by use of the TRW arra y which has a natural fre-
quency of twice that of the General Electric rollout. As shown by Figure
8-2 the TRW foldout array when deployed has cross-ties that alternately
attach the solar array to the boom at discrete intervals along the entire
length of the boom. These cross-ties provide a much stiffer total solar
array assembly and result in the higher bending mode frequency.
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The effect of micrometeoroid sensors on the solar array temperature
is illustrated in Figure 8-3. Figure 8-3 is a plot of solar array tempera-
ture versus spacecraft distance from the sun in AU. Three curves are
shown. One has no impact sensors on the back of the array, the middle
curve has micrometeoroid impact sensors on the back of the array and
300
SOLAR ARRAY
C-)
LOW EMITTANCE
/ SENSORS a= 0.05
	
200	 \ f/
	
,L 100
	 \
HIGH EMITTANCE
	
\	 SENSORS _ .85
	
d 0
	
\ \
	
-100
	
NO IMPACT	 `^	 \
SENSORS
	
_200 LI	 I	 l	 I
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
DISTANCE, AU
Figure 8-3,	 Effect of Micrometeoroid Sensors on Solar
Array Temperature
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BACKSIDE OF
SOLAR ARRAY
MICROMETEORC
PANEL
SOLAR CELL
STRING
• RESULTS IN UNEVEN ARRAY
VOLTAGE GERERATION
• CONSTANT ARRAY
VOLTAGE GENERATION
r Figure 8- 4. Micrometeoroid Impact Sensor Placement
the use of high emittance surfaces on the sensor's external surfaces. The
third curve shows the use of low-emittance coatings on the sensors. The
right-hand side of the illustration shows the sensor In position on the anti-
solar side of the solar array. The solar arrav has an emittance of 0. 8 on
the sun side and 0. 85 on the anti-solar side. With this configuration, the
curves shoe that there is a 60 degree difference in array'temperature at
1 AU between a solar array without impact sensors and one with impact
sensors and uEing high-emittance surfaces of 0. 85. This 60 degree
increase in array temperature results in a 11 percent power loss which
has been previously mentioned.
During the study there was a question as to how the inicrometeoroid
impact sensor should be mounted or arranged on the backside of the solar
array. Figure 8-4 shows two alternatives which were considered. If the
micrometeoroid panels are all mounted oi.-- at.-•:t to the other this results
0	 in one part of the array running 60 degrees cooler than the other section
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of the array. Therefore, there is a 19 percent difference in maximum
power point voltage between the two sections of the array. This results
in a regulation problem which should be avoided. Spreading the rricro-
meteoroid impact panels evenly across the entire backside of the array
as shown on the right-hand side of the figure results in the same voltage
for each series solar cell string in the array.
There was also a question as to what type of deployment should be
used for the micrometeoroid impact sensors. Figure 8-5 shows two
alternatives that were considered. The first is single boom deployment
where the micrometeoroid impact sensors are attached to the same boom
that deploys the solar array. The other alternative is the use of separate
booms, one to deploy the solar array and one to deploy the micrometeoroid
impact sensors.
Use of a single boom to deploy the array requires 7 square meters
of additional array area to compensate for the 700 watts of power loss
associated with the increase in array temperature caused by the location
of the micrometeoroid impact sensors. The 700 watts at 15 kilograms per
kilowatt results in a 10. 5 kilogram weight penalty.
The use of a double boom deployment results in greater deployment
flexibility in that the micrometeoroid impact sensors can be deployed at
SINGLE BOOM DEPLOYMENT 	 DOUBLE BOOM DEPLOYMENT
• REQUIRES 7 SQUARE METERS OF ADDITIONAL ARRAY AREA 	 • REQUIRES ADDITIONAL ACTUATOR AND BOOM
• WEIGHT PENALTY OF 10.5 KG; 23.1 LBS 	 • WEIGHT PENALTY OF 9KG; 19.8 LBS
• DEPLOYED WITH SOLAR ARRAY 	 • DEPLOYED NEAR ENS OF THRUST PHASE
• NO LEPLOYMENT ALTERNATIVES 	 • GREATER DEPLOYMENT ALTERNATIVES
• LESS PARTS,HIGHER RELIABILITY	 • MORE PARTS, RELIABILITY REDUCTION
Figure 8- 5. Impact Sensor Deployment Alternatives
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any time during the mission. However, there is a weight penalty of
9 kilograms associated with the additional actuator and boon) and there are
more parts involved which re::ults in a reliability reduction;. When
utilizing separate booms for deplovment, the optimum time to deploy the
micrometeoroid impact sensors would 't,e near the end of the thrust phase
when the power level of the array is greatly reduced. The degradation of
the array would then be minimal and little if any solar array area would
have to be added.
The use of a single boom also leaves no deployment alternatives
since the micrometeoroid impact sensors must be deployed at the same
time that the soiar array is deployed. However, the weight penalty is not
much different than with the double boom deployment and it does result in
less moving parts and therefore has a higher reliability potential. The
main reason however for picking the single boom deployment was that it
resulted in a cleaner appearing design.
8.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL
The total impulse requirements for the attitude control system are
shown in Table 8-3. The solar- pressure unbalance of 1390 Newton sec-
onds was based on the use of a 1 foot offset and a very conservative
800 square feet of array. This ar,:a is 15 percent greater than the area
needed for the nominal 6.4 kilowatt array used on the solar electric
multi-mission spacecraft. The 1390 Newton seconds break down into
655 Newton seconds for pitch, 655 for yaw, and 80 for -oll. The limit
cycling total impulse of 1971 Newton seconds was obtained using a
100 millisecond firing time of the attitude control thrusters with a 0. 133
Newton thrust level and a 0. 5 degree deadband angle. The initial acqui-
sition total impulse of 45 Newton seconds assumed tipoff rates in roll and
yaw of 1 degree per second and in pitch of 0. 5 degree per second.
Five roll searches needing 156 Newton seconds are required for star
pattern identification and for magnetometer calibration. A leakage rate
of 13. 6 cc per hour for 1200 days was assumed for each component in the
attitude control system. The total impulse requirements add up to
4401 Newton seconds, which is just about 1000 pound-seconds of total
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Table 8- 3. ACS Total Impulse Requirements
Newton-Seconds
Solar pressure unbalance	 1390
Limit cycling	 1971
Initial acquisition	 45
Five reacquisitions	 44
Five roll searches	 156
Leakage	 795
Total	 4401
impulse. Several types of secondary propulsion systems were considered
for the 4450 Newton seconds or 1000 seconds total impulse required and
a 0. 133 Newton or a 30 millipound thrust level.
Ion propulsion is not suitable because pulsing of this type of engine
is not state of the art and has yet to be demonstrated. Even if it was state
of the art, the requirement for 12 attitude control thrusters with a 0. 133
Newton thrust level would result in an unacceptably heavy system.
Colloid thrusters are similarly unsuitable although they are capable
of pulsing if the pulse rate is fast and there is a relatively small time
between pulses. However, in this application, the time between pulses is
long, making current colloid thrusters unsuitable. In addition, colloid
thrusters with a 0. 133 Newton thrust level would also be prohibitively
large and heavy.
Both ambient and electrically heated ammonia systems are appli-
cable to the solar electric multi-mission system requirement. The only
complicating factor is that the propellant tankage must be maintained
above 0°F to ensure a Fufficient delivery pressure, and the feed lines
and nozzles must be held above - 20 °F to prevent propellant condensation.
To prevent condensation, heaters, insulation, and thermal coatings could
i
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be applied. Experience with ammonia systems has been extensive in
NASA, USAF, and NRL satellite prograrns. These include the LES-6
and several ATS satellites. Though the ammonia gravity feed system
selected has not been flown, it has been ground tested for more than
two years. The total weight of an ammonia system to accomplish this
total impulse at the specified thrust levels is 10. 3 kilograms for an
80 0 F system and 7. 6 kilograms for a 1500 0 F system.
Direct catalytic hydrazine decomposition systems would not be
suitable for this application because their minimum thrust levels are in
the order of 2.2 Newtons.
A gaseous hydrazine plenum system can provide the low thrust levels
needed for this application. This system is most interesting when a space-
craft already has a high thrust hydrazine system onboard. In this case
the propellant can be shared and will be available if attitude control
requirements become unexpectedly high. However, as the sole use of
hydrazine onboard a spacecraft, the gaseous system is much more com-
plex than the equivalent arnmonia system or a heated gas system and
delivers only slightly different specific impulse.
Heated nitrogen and heated freon- 14 propellant systems were also
investigated. The heated freon- 14 systems were rejected because they
have not as yet been space-flight proven.
The final candidates were the heated ammonia system versus
nitrogen. The heated ammonia system has a weight advantage of about
6 kilograms over heated nitrogen. However, the heated nitrogen system
was finally selected primarily to take the more conservative approach.
This conservative approach was taken in order to avoid the possibility of
condensation of ammonia in the lines and nozzles taking place where the
nozzles are mounted on outrigger booms as seen in the solar electric
multi-mission spacecraft configuration, (Figures 1-3 and 1-4).
The selecteu heated nitrogen secondary propulsion subsystem pro-
vides for operating the spacecraft in a fully attitude stabilized mode,
utilizing the sun and one of several stars as celestial references. At
times, such as just after separation or during celestial reference acqui-
ILI
	 and for orientation, the spacecraft operates in a controlled inertial
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holding mode. The control reverts automatically to inertial holding mode
r.0at any time when celestial references are lost. The control torque is
supplied from the redundant reaction gas jets or by the reaction control
system of the electric propulsion subsystem during the thrust phase.
During operation of the electric pro p ulsion subsystem, control torque in
yaw is obtained by translatin g the electric thi^isters. Pitch torque is
obtained by differentially gimballing a pair of thrusters, and roll torque is
obtained by biasing two thrusters simultaneously in one direction. When
operating with a single thruster, pitch torque is obtained from the heated
nitrogen system.
8. 3 THERMAL CONTROL
The thermal control concept used for the solar electric multi-mission
spacecraft provides the spacecraft with an insulated body which minimized
heat leaks out of and into the spacecraft. Bimetallically actuated louvers
are used for controlling the temperature of high heat rejection components
such as the PCU's and TWT's and their power supplies. Thermostatically
actuated electric heaters are used in the propulsion module to keep com-
ponents during nonoperating periods within their allowable temperature
ranges. To provide a restart capability after a 1200-day soak in space,
the PCU's for instance must be kept above - 55 °C during the entire period.
The propulsion module and the equipment module were also thermally
decoupled since each wishes to operate at a different level. The equip-
ment compartment cannot go below 0 °C based on component specification
limits, but the propulsion module can have temperatures of -55'C  for the
PCU and -30'C  for the propellant if it is to be kept from freezing.
Figure 8-6 illustrates the thermal control implementation of the
above concept. As can be seer_ in the figure, the insulated spacecraft
body concept is attained through the use of 26 layers of aluminized Mylar
insulation over most of the spacecraft body except for the region near the
thrusters where aluminized Kapton is used because of the higher temper-
atures involved. In addition, openings in the insulation are provided for
the thermal control louvers which radiate heat from the high rejection
heat rate components. As illustrated by the figure, electric heaters are
provided for Lhe PCU's, propellant tank, translator drive motor, and
0
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HERMAL CONTROL
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THERMAL ISOLATION BULKHEAD
Figure 8-6. Thermal Control Implementation
gimbal actuator drives. The louver-covered radiating surfaces afford
active temperature control to provide a suitable temperature environment
for the internally mounted equipment during the entire mission life. In
E	
addition to accommodating relatively large predictable local and distrib-
uted changes in internal and external thermal environments during the
mission, the louvered system also has the capability of accommodating
uncertainties in spacecraft thermal load, such as those occasioned by
unpredictable degradation of surface properties, heat leaks, and failure
mode power dissipation.
The electric components are mounted on panels with a radiating
area fcr each panel sized to dissipate the associated maximurn thermal
load. The radiating areas directly underneath the louvers and other
internal surfaces of the main compartment are coated with a high-
emissivity finish to enhance radiated heat transfer between large areas of
the spacecraft and to create a uniform environment.
The external multilayer insulation limits external heat gain or loss
from the spacecraft so that the heat to be dissipated is almost all inter-
nally generated and remains within the control range of the louvers. The
surface finishes on external surfaces provide controlled radiation to
space.
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Radiated heat transfer from the hot electric propulsion engines to
the spacecraft is limited by the Kapton multilayer aluminized insulation
covering the base of the propulsion module. Deployment mechanisms are
covered with multilayer insulation to minimize heat exchange from the
sun, space, and other surfaces. They are also isolated from the adjacent
structure by low- conductivity attachment fitting.
8.4 COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING
The communications and data handling concept was to design the
system so that it would need only the 85-foot DSN antennas for the entire
mission and thus avoid the requirement for the much less available 210-
foot dish. The only time during the mission that the 210-foot dish would
be needed would be at the extreme communication range of 4.5 AU if loss of
spacecraft control occurs and a command link must be established via the
low-gain antenna. Throughout the entire normal mission, the 85-foot
DSN antenna will provide adequate performance.
The spacecraft employs two low-gain antennas to obtain full 4Tr
st, radian coverage and to ensure that the command lock can be established
under all attitudes. The high-gain antenna is a 2. 5 meter dish which is
the maximum diameter that could fit into the Atias-Centaur or Titan 3C
shroud. The communication subsystems transmitter is a 25-watt TWT
which is the maximum power TWT that is considered present state of the
art. However, the spacecraft thermal control system has been sized for
a 100-watt TWT so that this larger transmitter may be used if it is state
of the art by the time the program starts. The selected tape recorders
have a capacity of 3 x 10 7
 bits which is well within the present state of the
art. The Mariner spacecraft has a 1 x 10 6 bit capacity while OGO has a
5 x 10 7
 bit tape recorder capacity.
The communication parameters for the asteroid mission are shown
in Figure 8-7. The figure portrays the variation of bit rate and commu-
nication distances as a function of the days from departure and distances
from the sun. As can be seen from the illustration, during the main porticn
of the mission, which occurs over 590 days, the downlink bit rates available are
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Figure 8-7. Communications Parameters for Asteroid Mission
256 bits per second and for 170 days 512 bits per second. The 256 bits
per second downlink capability is available for the 420 days that make up
the major segment of the main portion of the mission. These values are
attained when the spacecraft utilizes a 25-watt TWT, the 85-foot DSN
antenna, and the 2. 5 meter spacecraft high-gain antenna.
The main portion of the mission is defined as the time interval be-
tween the point where thrust is cut off and the point where micrometeor-
oids start striking the front of the array. This occurs some 850 days
from earn departure. It is the point where the penetration detectors are
no longer exposed and further micrometeoroid data are limited to that
obtained from the photo sensors and the TV camera. The fields and
particle experiments would continue to operate.
c
r
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During the 420-day period where a bit rate of 256 bits per second is
available for downlink transmission, if the spacecraft generates data at a
rate of 64 bits per second, the time between transmi 3sions can only be one
and a half clays.
During 170 days of the main portion of the mission when the bit rate
is 512 bits per second and communication distances are less than 3. 2 AU,
the time between transmissions is increased to about three days. It
should be noted that the maximum time between transmissions is not
limited by the tape recorder but is limited by the downlink bit rate during
the 10-hour transmission time during the single pass of a DSN station. In
other words, at a spacecraft data generation rate of 64 bits per second,
the spacecraft generates in 1. 6 days the amount of data that the downlink
can transmit during the 10-hour period at its bit rate of 256 bits per sec-
ond. In fact, the amount of data that the downlink is capable of trans-
mitting in 10 hours at a bit rate of 256 bits per seconds only use 31 percent
of the tape recorder capacity. At 5i2 bits per second 60 percent of the
capacity of the tape recorder is used when accumulating the amount of
data than can be transmitted in the one 10-hour period.
Table 8-4 illustrates the communication and data handling system
design for these values. The nominal capability of the communication and
data handling system is outlined in the heavy lines shown in the illustration.
Other higher data rate options are also shown.
One of the objectives of the study was to design a spacecraft which
colild be left on its own for approximately a week while it accumulated
scientific data. 'Then once a week it would transmit through the downlink
the amount of data that the spacecraft had generated during the one-week
time spent in space. This is achievable with the present system if the
spacecraft generation rate is reduced to approximately 8 bits per second.
If the science and technology data, however, require larger than 8 bits
per second, then the use of the 100-watt transmitter will provide a solu-
tion as can be seen by the Table 8-4 with a maximum time between trans-
missions of approximately 7 days. This would all be accomplished while
still using the 85-foot DSN antenna size. It should be noted, however,
that with the incorporation of 100-watt transmitter the tape recorder size
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would have to be increased from 3 x 10 7 bits to 3. 8 x 10 7 bits. The tape
#	 recorder would then be used to its maximurn capacity of 100 percent when
the spacecraft generates data at 64 tits per second for the 6.8-day period.
The use of the 210-foot dish as seen by Table 8-4 would extend these
capabilities out still further. These figures illustrate why the 100-watt
transmitter was considered in the study even though the 25-watt trans-
mitter is at present •he state of the art unit. It should be noted, however,
that the 100-watt transmitter has finished its qualification tests and life
tests on it have been initiated. It therefore is relatively safe to assume
that it will be state of the art in time for this program.
8.5 COMPUTING AND SEQUENCING
To select a central ccmputer and sequencer, the following assump-
tions were made. Subsystem monitoring and malfunction correction, as
well as fault isolation is required aboard the spacecraft since the space-
craft will not be in continuous communication with earth and transmission
periods between the spacecraft and earth can be as infrequent as once a
week. Programs for automatic star lock, antenna pointing, and power
IL
matching are required. Without continuous earth communication and
updating, programs for sensor pointing, search, acquisition, and cali-
bration are all desirable since they can reduce the battery time required,
and increase data acquisition and transmission time. In addition, the
value of a central computer and sequencer (CC&S) will increase as the
program progresses, since system functions and subsystem requirements
will continue to grow.
The spacecraft operations where onboard control is vital include
those requiring programs for acquiring and tracking the changing attitude
reference stars used during the mission. Programs to acquire and main-
tain high-gain antenna earth lock with the antenna tracking approximately
±30 degrees for the asteroid mission and ±180 degrees for the out-of-the-
ecliptic mission are also very valuable. Automatic operation is also
required to provide power matching between the solar array output power
and that utilized by the thruster.
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An additional mandatory function for this type of spacecraft which
does not remain_ in constant communication with the DSN, is to provide for
monitoring the status of engineering subsystems as well as experiments
to determine their state of health. This includes looking at subsystem
and payload temperatures, pressures, voltages, currents, etc. to deter-
mine if values of these functions exceed specified limits. If specified
limits are exceeded the spacecraft will be capable of isolating the fault
and taking the necessary corrective action, such as removing the failed
component from the system and switching to redundant components.
Major spacecraft operations where onboard control is necessary
include deployment of spacecraft appendages such as the high gain antenna,
attitude control pitch and yaw jet booms, E field meter and electric
sensor booms, and the magnetometer and cosmic ray booms. The dura-
tion and time of the guidance correction maneuvers must be handled
onboard as must the pointing of the science sonsors such as the TV and
zodiacal l ;.ght sensors. All of these will be married out using the CC&S.
It would also be desirable to use onboard control for encounter searches
and acquisition of targets such as an asteroid for an asteroid encounter
mission.
To perform all these functions requires a computer comparable
with that contemplated by JPL for the Thermoelectric Outer Planet
Spacecraft (TOPS). Therefore, a general purpose unit was selected
which is capable of sequencing, performing system monitoring, guidance
and control, data management, etc. Also, it was proposed to use large
scale integration to reduce weight and volume and make possible triple
redundancy for this general purpose computer. TRW has been usin- this
large scale integration technique on many of its classified programs
in-house so the technique is present state of the art. Large scale inte-
gration is the technique of providing 50 integrated circuits on a single
160-mil size chip. The selected general purpose machine would have
triple circuit redundancy in memory and arithmetic to achieve the high
reliability necessary for this very long mission.
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8.6 RELIABILITY
A reliability analysis was performed to select an optimal spacecraft
design on the basis of tradeoffs between payload weight and subsystem
component redundancy. The resulting estimate of spacecraft reliability
versus subsystem component redundancy is illustrated in Figure 8-8.
Spacecraft reliability in percent is plotted against payload weight in kilo-
grams and redundancy weight in kilograms. The figure illustrates that
with zero redundancy the spacecraft has a 200-kilogram payload weight
capability.
Figure 8-8 shows that a reliability rf 45 percent is achievable at
the present design point for a 1200-day mission which is the time required
to go to 3. 5 AU and return to 1. 5 AU. If the successful mission time is
assumed to be 850 days, which is the number of days the spacecraft
travels before micrometeoroids stop striking the impact sensors and
start striking the front of the array, the reliability is increased to 57 per-
cent. If mission success time is assumed to be 700 days, or the time to
650 DAYS MISSION TIME OF PIONEER JUPITER PROBE
700 DAYS - TC APHELION AT 3.5 AU
850 DAYS - MICRO.METEORO!DS START
STRIKING FRONT OF ARRAY
1200 DAYS - BACK TO 1.5 AU
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Figure 8-8. Spacecraft Reliability vs Subsystem
Component Redundancy
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reach aphelion at 3. 5 AU, the reliability is further increased to 63 percent.
A curve for a 650-day mission is included in the figure to compare the
solar electric multimission spacecraft with the presen t Pioneer F and G
since 650 days is the nominal mission time for the Pioneer Jupiter probe.
The electric spacecraft has a reliability of 66 percent as compared with
69 percent for the Pioneer F and G. This illustrates that even though the
solar electric multi-mission spacecraft includes an electric propulsion
subsystem and more extensive science and technology payloads, the
amount of redundancy used has resulted in a reliability which very closely
approximates that of the present Pioneer F and G spacecraft.
The least reliable components during the 1200-day rnission are the
redundant tape recorders, with a reliability of 60 percent, (however, a
tape recorder failure is not catastrophic); and the redundant communica-
tion receivers with a reliability of 78 percent (failure to receive will
result in catastrophic failure). ThP reliability figures shown in Fig-
ure 8-8 can be increased by triple redundanc y providing it can be achieved
without adding to the unreliability. Also reliability can be increased
for instance, if the tape recorder duty cycle is reduced from 1200 days.
Another approach is to investigate partial internal redundancy.
Figure 8
-9 illustrates how the design point was selected using max-
imum relative data return as a criterion. Relative data return is arbi-
trarily defined as reliability times payload weight times mission time.
As shown by the illustration, the design point contains 54 kilograms of
component redundancy for a payload weight of 146 kilograms.'' As can be
seen from the figure, payload weight is directly tradeable with redundancy
from 200 kilograms down to zero. Relative data return is plotted versus
component redundancy or payload weight as a function of a 700 day
mission, 850 day mission, and a 1200 day mission. The present design
point provides the maximum relative data return for a 1200 day mission.
Even though the reliability of the spacecraft is less fer the longer mission
time of 1200 days, the reduction in reliability is far less than the increase
in mission time and therefore the data return is greater for the longer
missions.
The net pav- oa capacity of 136. 9 kg determined in the final detailed
=	 weighs. breakdown (page 76) has been changed slightly from this value.
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Figure 8-9. Component Redundancy-Payload
Weight Tradeoff
As illustrated by the line of maximum data return, shorter missions
benefit by increased payload weight. This also results in increased
reliability.
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9. ALTERNATE MISSIONS
The alternate missions included in this section are the Jupiter flyby
mission and the 35 degrees out-uf-ecliptic mission. From the standpoint
of payload capability the aster,_)id encounter mission was assumed to be
the same as the asteroid survey mission. The design aspects of the
alternate missions considered involves removal of the micrometeoroid
impact sensors and the removal of many of the other micrometeoroid sen-
sors. Some micrometeoroid sensors might be used on the Jupiter mission
but none would be included for the out-of-ecliptic mission. The alternate
missions have also included retention of the particles and fields measure-
ments as well as inclusion of particular mission- oriented science such as
solar X-ray, IR image sensors, UV detector, and high energy proton detec-
tors, for instance, for the Jupiter flyby mission. The out-of-ecliptic mis-
sion to 35 degrees would undoubtedly contain a coronagraph for obtaining
an unusual view of the sun from this high angle of sight.
Most of the technology experiment sensors would be removed from
the alternate mission configurations since the first interplanetary flight
^—	 would provide most of the answers needed to design future spacecraft.
Those sensors associated with control of the spacecraft electric charge
would probably still be carried. Additional propellant would als , ) have
to be utilized on the alternate missions since additional energy must be
supp?ied by the spacecraft to accomplish these more energetic assign-
ments. The propellant tank would therefore be larger in order to hold
the 98 kilograms of propellant for the Ju piter mission and the 318 kilo-
grams of propellant for the out-of-ecliptic to 35 degrees mission. The
spacecraft is designed to accommodate these larger propellant quantities.
For the out-of-ecliptic mission where the thruster on-tines are much
greater than those needed for the in-ecliptic missions, an additional
PCU and three additional thrusters will be added to the spacecraft.
Space has been left aboard the basic multi-mission spacecraft for the
additional PCU and a mere enlargement of the present translator platform
will accommodate the three additional thrusters needed for this demanding
mission.
C1
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A summary weight breakdown of the solar electric multi-mission
spacecraft for the Jupiter mission is presented in Table 9-1. The struc-
ture and subsystem weights for the Jupiter mission are identical to those
used for the asteroid mission. The propellant weight, however, has
increased by 27 kilograms. These 27 kilograms of propellant increase
are made up by reducing the technology payload by 18 kilograms m d the
science payload by 9 kilograms. This results in a total spacecraft weight
of 580.8 kilograms which is identical to that for the asteroid mission.
The launch vehicle used, however, for this mission is the '- tan IIIC
launch vehicle rather than the Atlas-Centaur used for the asteroid belt
mission. The more energetic boost vehicle is capable of injecting the
same total spacecraft weight at a higher C 3 (29 km 2 /sec t) in order to
achieve good payload performance at the low nominal power level of
6. 4 kw.
A summary weight breakdown for the 35 degree out-of -the -ecliptic
mission is shown in Table 9-2. The weight of the structure and subsys-
tems has increased by 34 kilograms. This is caused by the addition of
three thrusters with gimbal actuators and larger platform, larger tankage,
plus one additional PCU. The propellant quantity is increased by 247 kilo-
grams over that used for the asteroid belt mission. However, a reduction
of 19 kilograms in technology payload and 45 kilograms ire the science
payload results in a net change in the total spacecraft :sleight of 217 kilo-
grams, leading to a total spacecraft weight of 797. 6 kilograms. Trte
Titan IIIC launch vehicle is capable of injecting this '.wavier spacecraft
to a C 3 of 21 km 2 %sec t for the 35 degree out-of-ecli ptic mission. The
spacecraft for the 35 degree out-of-ecliptic missi-)n is capable of
supplying actually twice the energy needed to escape from the solar system.
Table 9-3 presents the potential payload weight increases for the
alternate missions. Most of the values remain the same as those for the
asteroid survey mission except for those associated with the booster
performance. Since the payload weight has decreased in these more
energetic missions the potential percentage increase in payload is sub-
stantially more than that for the asteroid mission. For the Jupiter
mission, the potential payload increase of 69. 9 kilograms represents a
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63. 6 percent im p rovement over the 110 kilograms associated with the
nominal Jupiter mission ability. The 78. 5 kilograms of potential increase
for the out-of-ecliptic mission represent a 107 percent improvement over
the 73 kilograms of nominal payload.
A weight comparison for all three missions is shown in Table 9-4.
The continued reduction in payload weight as the missions become more
and more energetic is shown. Also shown is the continued increase in
propellant weight as additional energy must be supplied by the spacecraft
for more energetic mission.
The Titan IIIC launch vehicle configuration for the alternate mis-
sions is illustrated in Figure 9-1. The solar electric multi-mission space-
craft, as used for the Jupiter mission, mounted on top of the Titan HIC
launch vehicle is shown. The spacecraft configuration for the out-of-the-
ecliptic mission would not include the TV camera and the photo sensor
fo: micrometeoroids illustrated in the Jupiter mission configuration, but
a solar coronagraph instead.
A new adapter would be needed for attaching the spacecraft to the
Tital IIIC launch vehicle. The adapter would be an aluminum box beam
structure as illustrated. The attach points would be on a 9 foot diameter
circle similar to that used on previous missions. Separation nuts and
springs would be similar to those used on previous TRW spacecraft. As
;;he figure illustrates, there is ample dynamic clearance above the space-
craft to ensure no contact with the shroud during the launch environment.
The Titan fairing shown is the XX15 which is the smallest standard
fairing used in this family. Performance for the Titan IIIC is normally
given with an XX35 shroud. The shrouds are supplied in standard fairing
increments of 5 feet from XX15 to XX50. The weight summaries
presented in the above tables do not reflect the performance improvement
associated with the use of the smaller shroud, and are thus on the con-
servative side.
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Figure 9- 1. Titan IIIC Launch Vehicle Configuration
for Alternate Mission
In summary, we have designed a simple baseline spacecraft that
can perform multiple interplanetary missions as s pecified with only minor
design changes. It has the versatility to accomrnoc.ate a wide range of
science and technology payload complements. It also provi#4.es the weight,
volume, power, thermal environment and the modular design features to
accommodate advances in subsystem technology, such as transmitter
tube power rating. Net payload ca pacity for the principal and alternate
missions has been slightly compromised in the interest of design
simpiicity and program cost reduction, but as such is :still more than
adequate to meet all mission objectives.
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10. PROGRAM PLANS AND COST ESTIMATES
10. 1 INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH
The program plan and cost estimates provide data for evaluating the
development effort as well as the cost of implementing the SEMM space-
craft project. It also permits comparison of the basic project with alterna-
tive approaches. An additional purpose is to provide data for NASA
resource planning.
A baseline plan was developed using conventional ground 3ules, and
alternative programs were developed by making positive or negative incre-
ments to the baseline plan. A baseline cost estimate was made and alterna-
tive program cost estimates were based on increments or decrements to
the baseline cost estimate.
The work breakdown shown in Figure 10-1 outlines the overall pro-
gram including those elements that are government-furnished. The intent
is to define the scope of work studied and to shown how it is related to
other parts of the overali program. While the study concentrates on the
spacecraft system, it also includes some items usually furnished by the
government.
Some GFE elements outside the spacecraft system are also affected
by the spacecraft design. Examples are spacecraft-to-launch vehicle
adpters, launch facilities, and special launch equipment. Each of these
items is required for wnatever spacecraft design is chosen and should
be included as part of the total cost; however, the differences in cost
between the designs are small enough to be ignored in comparing alter-
native designs and program plans. Other elements that could be
affected by spacecraft design are the mission dependent hardware and
software, and tracking and data acquisition support. However, study
ground rules minimize the requirements for mission dependent equipment
by adhering to current NASA design requirements that the same tracking
and data acquisition be applicable to all spacecraft designs. There is also
a requirement to minimize use of the Deep Space Network. Therefore
data for mission operation and data acquisition cost comparisons are best
.-	
derived from NASA experience ^,o that it can be applied consistently.
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Table 10-1 lists ground rules used for the baseline plan.
Table 10-1. SEMMS Program Planning Ground Rules
• The baseline program includes the activities required to design and
develop the SEMM spacecraft including its launch and operation.
	 _
• Alternate program plans consider the affects of an additional space-
craft, variations in coniiouration introduced by two other mission,
and an additional booster.
• Tie plan identifies both contracted and government-furnished elements
that are required for the program to assure a clear understanding of
cost estimates.
• Maximum use of existing government-owned facilities is assumed.
• Maximum application of proven design, equipment, and techniques
is assumed.
• The program schedule will be established by estimating each segment
of the program, defining possible overlap of segments and estimating
cost of additional test sets.
• Ground and flight test hardware required for the program will include
engineering model units, engineering model spacecraft (made up of
EM units), units for qualification test, structural model, thermal model,
acceptance tested units for prototype spacecraft and for flight spacecraft,
and acceptance tested units selected for spares.
The work breakdown divides the project into the customary areas of
effort for planning and cost estimating. To gather the best planning data,
each subsystem engineer stated the activities required to develop and qualify
his subsystem. Each was given a "do-it-yourself" kit with the ground rules,
planning sheets on which to list routine development work and flag special
problem areas, new technology requirements sheet, and ? subsystem
schedule sheet. These data were reviewed and integrated to fc,rm an over-
all plan.
These predictions were part of the basis for cost estimates. Unit
and subsystem costs were sometimes estimated by analogy and by reference
to the TRVT cost data bank. Direct estimates were made when data from
the bank did not apply or was nonexistent. Estimates were checked against
empirical formulas. Each subsystem estimate was also reviewed by upper
management in the organization which would do the work. This review
It
measured data bank figures against current competitive bidding experience.
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10.2 RESULTS
The baseline plan is highlighted in Table 10-2. Subsystem develop-
ment is generally conventional except for the propulsion subsystem which
has a predevelopment phase to take care of certain reliability problems.
This predevelopment has not been built into the train schedule since
to some extent it is currently being performed. The schedule of 36 months
to first launch is reasonable and is adjusted to th; pacing subsystem (other
than propulsion) and allows cost-effective scheduling of nonpaci._g subsys-
tems. The spacecraft assembly and test phase is to require no more than
two system test sets. The second flight spacecraft is to be assembled and
tested after the first and is to be available for launch 12 months later. The
schedule is sufficiently extended to permit sharing of major test equipment.
For example, the same spacecraft model is to be used for thermal and
structural tests and the engineering model units are used in the engineering
model spacecraft after completion of unit tests. Development and prepara-
tion for lifetime qualification of the electric propulsion subsystem is started
1 yeas before the main project to minimize the risk of prematurely com-
mitting funds to the rest of the program. No new major facilities are
required because the spacecraft is simil?r in size to current spacecraft
and because the solar arrays are to be tested separately from the space-
craft, as is the current practice for large spacecraft parabolic antennas
and appendages. A large thermal vacuum chamber is required for 18
months of continuous propulsion subsystem life tests. The master sched-
ale fo, the baseline plan is shown in Figure 10-2.
In alternate plans certain items of test nardware were reused.
Schedules were affected by this because it results in more conservative
activities than the baseline plan. Table 10-3 outlines these alternatives,
showing by code the assignment of hardware to each plan. The arrows
show reuse. The variables considered include:
• Refurbishment of the prototype spacecraft to become the
second flight article
• Use of refurbished qualification units as spares
• Use of refurbished qualification units for the
prototype spacecraft
• Schedule adjustment to reduce the GSE requirement to
one system test set.
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	CC
	 Table 10-2. SEMM Spacecraft Program Characteristics
•	 Development of all black box subsystems is conventional.
•	 Schedule yields High confidence
Accomodates pacing subsystem
Others non-pacing
Permits use of two sets of GSE
Second spacecraft comple* pd in sequence
Common test articles for major tests
Sequential use of engineering models
•	 Long lead and new technology items start before main project
at minimum cost
•	 No new major facilities required
	
_	 Estimated mission reliability for the alternate plans are ranked
	
_	 with the baseline plan first. The second and third plans are ranked ahead
of the fourth and fifth, because there is less chance that used hardware
will be flown. Little difference exists between second and third because
used qualification units probably will be on the prototype spacecraft and
the best available spares would be flown in either case. The second plan
ranks ahead. The fourth plan ranks ahead Lf the fifth because the latter
would have less unused hardware available. Table 10-4 summarizes the
costs for each plan for between one and eight flights. Both total costs and
cost per sp-Acecraft flown are shown. The ranking of the plans is the same
as before.
Figure 10-3 shows the cost per spacecraft flown for the baseline
plans and for those with maximum reuse of hardware. Although 11 per-
cent can be saved by reusing hardware, the effect of increasing the number
of spacecraft ordered is much more dramatic. If three are ordered, the
unit cost drops to 46 percent in the baseline plan and to 40 percent in the
plan with maximum reuse.
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